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ABSTRACT
In sailplane aerodynamic design, the foremost validation technique applied is computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation due to its ability to obtain accurate aerodynamic information
without the need for a wind tunnel. Although the simulation of a sailplane in order to determine
aerodynamic parameters such as lift and drag is simple, extensive design experience is
required to improve these parameters. CFD based shape optimization techniques have been
applied on two-dimensional (2D) streamlined shapes such as airfoils, but due to the
complexities involved in three-dimensional (3D) transitional flow on streamlined surfaces, it has
not yet been applied to sailplane fuselage design.
CFD packages such as Simcenter STAR-CCM+ and Ansys ® Fluent, uses adjoint technology to
determine mesh sensitivity with respect to design parameters. With this information available, a
mesh morphing tool is applied and the geometry is deformed to obtain a more optimized shape.
Several shape optimizations with the adjoint technology have been documented, ranging from
the pressure drop in thin walled pipes, downforce on the front wing of a race car and in one
case even the lift-to-drag ratio of a sailplane model. In all of these cases the Spalart-Almaras
turbulence model was applied. The Spalart-Almaras turbulence model is unable to predict
boundary layer transition positions, which is crucial for accurate sailplane simulations . The
Spalart-Almaras turbulence model can therefore not be applied in the optimization method.
With drag on a sailplane fuselage existing mainly of pressure and skin friction drag, the
optimization method used in this study would have to reduce the wetted surface area by
contracting the fuselage behind the cockpit, whilst maintaining a positive pressure gradient to
avoid or delay boundary layer separation.
By substituting the Spalart-Almaras turbulence model used in the adjoint method by Siemens
(2019), with the SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 turbulence and 𝛾 − 𝑅𝑒𝜃 transition models, a new optimization
method was formed. The new method was validated on a simple 3D geometry in the shape of a
bullet. The bullet shape had a blunt tail and was simulated to consist of laminar and turbulent
boundary layer flow. A 35% drag reduction was obtained by modifying the rear of the bullet
shape to represent a boat tail.
Points allocated at different positions on the geometry are used by the mesh morpher to alter
the mesh, and different allocation of these points can produce varying results. From seven
simulations of different point setups performed on the simple geometry, three produced a drag
reduction, of which two were implemented on the baseline model.
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With the positive results obtained on the simple geometry, the method was applied on a two
seater sailplane fuselage, adopted from scale model drawings of the Schempp-Hirth Arcus. The
frontal fuselage and tail were kept constant so as to preserve cockpit size and boom thickness.
The design of the wing-fuselage junction was not addressed in this paper, but due to the
importance of its flow effects on the fuselage design, a simple untapered wing was added to the
fuselage. The wing and fuselage combination formed the baseline model.
After several optimization attempts on the baseline model, it was discovered that the simulation
convergence level was insufficient, although a convergence level precise to two decimal places
was achieved. The 17 million cell mesh, determined by the mesh independence study to be
sufficiently refined, was not adequate for application in the adjoint method. The mesh was then
further refined to 87 million cells without achieving a higher convergence level. It was then
discovered that the complexities of the prims layer mesh at the wing-fuselage junction was
responsible for the convergence issue. Due to the design of the wing-fuselage junction being
beyond the research limitations, the wing was removed from the geometry. The area in the
immediate vicinity of the wing-fuselage junction was kept constant in an attempt to minimize the
effects of its omission. The omission of the wing resulted in a solution with a convergence level
precise to four decimal places, which proved to be sufficient.
The wingless baseline model was optimized and a 2.8% drag reduction was achieved, which
when translated to total sailplane drag reduction, equates to a 1.0% drag reduction. The 1.0%
total sailplane drag reduction was nearly sufficient to justify a sailplane manufacturer introducing
a new model to its range.
Although an optimal fuselage shape was not achieved, drag reduction with the adjoint solver in
STAR-CCM+, using the SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 turbulence and 𝛾 − 𝑅𝑒𝜃 transition models, was possible.
The use of the adjoint solver as CFD optimization method paves the way for future
improvements in the aerodynamic design of high performance sailplanes.
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OPSOMMING
Gedurende die aërodinamiese ontwerp van sweeftuie is die gewildste tegniek wat gebruik word
CFD-simulasies. CFD-simulasies is gewild vanweë die vermoë om akkurate aërodinamiese
inligting sonder die gerbuik van ‘n windtonnel te verkry. Alhoewel die simulasie van 'n sweeftuig
eenvoudig is wanneer die aërodinamiese parameters soos hefkrag en sleurkrag benodig word,
is omvattende ontwerpservaring nodig om hierdie parameters te verbeter. CFD gebasseerde
vormoptimeringstegnieke is reeds op 2D vaartbelynde voorwerpe soos vleuelprofiele gebruik,
maar as gevolg van die ingewikkeldheid van 3D oorgangsvloei in die grenslaag van
vaartbelynde voorwerpe, kon dit nog nie vir sweeftuig rompontwerp doeleindes aangewend
word nie.
CFD-pakkette soos Simcenter STAR-CCM+ en Ansys ® Fluent, gebruik ‘n aangrensende
tegnologie om die maassensitiwiteit ten opsigte van die ontwerpparameters te bepaal. Verskeie
suksesvolle vorm optimerings met behulp van die aangrensende tegnologie, wat wissel tussen
die drukval in dunwandige pype tot die hef-tot-sleurkrag-verhouding van 'n sweeftuig, is reeds
gedokumenteer. In al hierdie gevalle is die Spalart-Almaras-turbulensiemodel gebruik wat
onvoldoende is om laespoed oorgangsvloei in ‘n grenslaag te simuleer. Die model is dus nie
geskik vir sweeftuig grenslaag simulasies nie en kan nie as deel van die optimeringsroetine
aangewend word nie.
Die sleurkrag op ‘n sweeftuig romp bestaan hoofsaaklik uit druk- en wrywingssleurkrag. Die
nuwe optimeringsroetine sal dus die benatte oppervlak van die sweeftuig moet verminder deur
die romp agter die kajuit saam te trek, terwyl 'n positiewe drukgradiënt gehandhaaf word om die
skeiding van die grenslaag te voorkom of te vertraag.
Die Spalart-Almaras-turbulensiemodel wat deur

Siemens

(2019)

in die aangrensende

tegnologie roetine gebruik is, is met die SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 turbulensie en 𝛾 − 𝑅𝑒𝜃 oorgangsmodelle
vervang om ‘n nuwe optimeringsroetine te vorm. Die nuwe optimeringsroetine is op 'n
eenvoudige 3D geometrie gevalideer. Die geometrie is voorgestel deur ‘n groot koeëlvorm met
'n afgestompte agterkant en is gesimuleer sodat die grenslaag uit laminêre en turbulente vloei
bestaan. 'n Sleurkrag vermindering van 35% is verkry deur die agterkant van die koeël te
verander om die vorm van 'n bootstert aan te neem.
Punte wat by verskillende posisies op die geometrie toegeken word, word deur die
maasvervormer gebruik om die maas te verander. Verskillende toekenningsposisies van hierdie
punte kan die resultate beïnvloed. Uit sewe simulasies van verskillende puntopstellings op die
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eenvoudige geometrie, het drie 'n sleurkrag vermindering getoon waarvan twee op die basis
model geimplimenteer is.
Met hierdie positiewe resultate wat op die eenvoudige geometrie verkry is, is die roetine op 'n
tweesitplek sweeftuig, wat deur middel van skaalmodeltekeninge van die Schempp-Hirth Arcus
gekonstrueer is, aangewend. Die voorste deel van die romp en die stert is konstant gehou om
die kajuitgrootte en stertdikte te behou. Daar is nie in die verhandeling aan die ontwerp van die
vlerk-romp-kruispunt aandag geskenk nie, maar vanweë die invloed op die vloei is dit nie
weggellaat nie. ‘n Eenvoudige reghoekige vlerk is by die romp gevoeg om die basismodel te
vorm.
Na verskeie pogings om die basis model te optimeer, is daar ontdek dat die simulasie ‘n
onvoeldoende konvergensievlak bereik het, alhoewel dit tot ‘n presiesie van twee desimale
plekke gekonvergeer het. Die 17 miljoen sel maas wat deur die maasonafhanlikheidstudie as
voldoende bepaal is, was dus nie fyn genoeg vir die gebruik van die aangrensende tegnologie
nie. Die maas is toe na 87 miljoen selle verfyn, maar het steeds geen verbetering in
konvergensievlak getoon nie. Die ontdekking is toe gemaak dat die ingewikkeldheid van die
prismalaag maas rondom die vlerk-romp-kruispunt die oorsaak is vir die lae vlak van
konvergensie. Omdat die ontwerp van die vlerk-romp-kruispunt buite die navorsings-omvang
van die studie val, is die vlerk vanuit die basis model verwyder. Die area rondom die vlerk-rompkruispunt is konstant gehou om die invloed van die weglating daarvan, te verminder. Die
verwydering van die vlerk het die simulasie tot ‘n presiesie van vier desimale plekke laat
konvergeer, wat later as genoegsaam bewys is.
‘n 2.8% Sleurkrag vermindering is verkry deur die vlerklose romp te optimeer. Wanneer hierdie
skrale vermindering in sleurkrag omgeskakel word na ‘n vermindering in totale sweeftuig
sleurkrag, word ‘n sleurkrag vermindering van 1.0% verkry. Die 1.0% vermindering in totale
sweeftuig sleurkrag sal deur ‘n sweeftuigvervaardiger as byna genoegsaam beskou word om ‘n
nuwe model te ontwikkel en te produseer.
Alhoewel ‘n optimale sweeftuig romp nie verkry is nie, was die vermindering van sweeftuig romp
sleurkrag deur middel van die aangrensende tegnologie in STAR-CCM+, en die aanwending
van die SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 turbulensie en 𝛾 − 𝑅𝑒𝜃 oorgangsmodelle suksesvol. Hierdie tegniek stel die
moontlikheid oop vir toekomstige verbeteringe in hoë werkverrigting sweeftuie.
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NOMENCLATURE
ABBREVIATIONS
AOA

Angle of attack

CAD

Computer-aided design

CFL

Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition (Courant number)

IGC

International Gliding Commission

TAS

True airspeed

SYMBOLS
A

Wing aspect ratio

c

[m]

Wing chord length

C

[m/s]

Speed of sound

CDi

Induced drag coefficient

Cf

Skin friction coefficient

Cl

Two-dimensional lift coefficient

CL

Three-dimensional lift coefficient

D

[N]

Drag

dp/dx

Pressure gradient

𝑒

Oswald efficiency factor

K

Specific heat ratio

L

[N]

Lift

P

[kPa]

Ambient pressure

R

[J/kgK]

Gas constant

Re

Reynolds number

S

[m 2]

Surface area

T

[K]

Ambient temperature

TW

[N-1]

Wall shear stress

U

[m/s]

Velocity

UT

[m/s]

Fluid frictional velocity

𝛼

[º]

Angle of attack

𝛿

[m]

Boundary layer thickness

𝛿*

[m]

Boundary layer displacement thickness

Δy1

[m]

Prism layer first cell height

𝜇

[m 2/s]

𝜌

3

𝜕

[kg/m ]

Kinematic viscosity
Density
Induced drag factor
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1

Preface

Ever since Otto Lilienthal in the late 1800’s, gliding has been the oldest form of heavier than air
flight, making sailplanes a very popular activity for hobbyists and competitors. With the absence
of a power unit, the simplicity of flight is rivalled by no other in the quest to fly like a bird. Though
a very simplistic experience in flight, the complexity and intricacy of the design involved in
achieving this experience is far greater than most general aviation aircraft (Gudmundsson,
2014).
The goal of glider pilots is to stay aloft for as long as possible, rather than slowly gliding
downwards after the initial launch. During the 1920’s, it was discovered that by using upward
drafts created by wind deflection, pilots can remain airborne and exploration of the air was
possible. This exploration led to the discovery of thermal flight and later to the first high altitude
flight with the use of mountain waves. Appropriately then, a sailplane is defined as a “heavier
than air fixed wing aircraft, designed to fly efficiently and exclusively gain altitude from natural
forces” (Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), 2013).
During level flight, four forces act upon an aircraft; drag, thrust, gravity and lift. Drag counteracts
thrust and gravity counteracts lift. Straight and level flight is achieved when all these forces are
in balance. Thrust in sailplanes is initially obtained by either a launch (winched or towed), or an
engine which is powered down once altitude is reached. In order to maintain a straight and level
flight, thrust is still required after the engine is powered down or the tow/winch is released.
Sailplanes achieve this by converting potential energy accumulated from gaining altitude, into
kinetic energy as it glides downwards. This energy conversion continues until the airframe
reaches ground level.
A relationship exists between the wing shape, wing size, air density and air speed, which forms
the lift equation. The lift equation is used to calculate the lift generated by a surface. In the lift
equation, lift is proportional to the square of air speed. Lift is generated by the wing shape
taking advantage of air flow. The wing splits the air into two masses resulting in a low pressure
on top of the wing, and a high pressure below the wing. Lift acts perpendicular to the flight path
through the centre of lift of the wing. In Figure 1-1 a vector diagram showing the forces acting
on a sailplane is represented, where all forces are in equilibrium.
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Figure 1-1 Vector diagram of forces acting upon a sailplane (FAA, 2013)
In Figure 1-1, lift is divided into components: one opposing the weight and the other acting as
thrust. The drag vector is parallel to the flight line, but in the opposite direction, opposing the
thrust and also air speed. By opposing air speed, drag also opposes lift, resulting in the descent
of the glider. It is this drag that is an enduring brawl for aerodynamicists to minimize, since any
reduction in drag represents an increase in performance and an elongated flight (McCormick,
1979).
According to Thomas (1999), typical sailplane drag can be broken down into induced drag,
profile drag, fuselage drag, parasite drag, interference drag and drag of the horizontal and
vertical stabilizers. The composition of these drag components can be visualised in Figure 1-2.

Figure 1-2: Sailplane drag breakdown (Thomas, 1999)
At low airspeeds, which occur at high lift coefficients, induced drag c ontributes to more than
50% of total sailplane drag. Induced drag is the largest contributor of sailplane drag. Fuselage
drag accounts typically for around 10 – 15% of total sailplane drag and having the minimum
fuselage drag is crucial in a high performance sailplane’s design (Thomas, 1999).
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1.2

Problem definition

High performance sailplane designs have become so refined that even the slightest
aerodynamic improvement (for example a reduction in drag) is extremely difficult to achieve.
Laminar flow airfoils have been designed to minimize drag on wings, and optimization methods
have been applied to obtain the optimal lift-to-drag ratio of two-dimensional (2D) airfoils. Due to
the complexity of three-dimensional (3D) flow during boundary layer transition on streamlined
shapes, no analytical equation models can be solved to calculate the drag on a sailplane
fuselage, and can therefore not be used as an optimization method. Computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) used to calculate drag in these circumstances have only recently adapted the
optimization feature and have not extensively been introduced to sailplane fuselage design
applications.
As a result, no information could be found on the effectiveness or practicality of 3D CFD
optimization methods on such aerodynamically refined shapes such as sailplane fuselages in
the presence of low speed transitional boundary flow.
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1.3

Aim and objectives

The aim of this study was to reduce the drag generated by a sailplane fuselage with the
application of a CFD based shape optimization method. Ideally, this optimization method should
have been automated and produced a drag reduction without the user performing manual
adjustments to the fuselage geometry. This aim can be subdivided into the follow objectives:


Performing a CFD validation.



Obtaining a baseline model.



Simulating the baseline model.



Obtaining an optimization method.



Performing an optimization validation.



Optimizing the baseline model.

1.3.1

Performing a CFD validation

A wind tunnel experiment performed by Radespiel (1979) was recreated and the results
obtained from CFD were compared to the data obtained by Radespiel. The experiment was
performed on 1/3 scale models of ASW19 sailplanes at 60m/s, producing transitional boundary
layer flow.
1.3.2

Obtaining and simulating the baseline model

An existing two seater glider was used as a baseline model in order to have a realistic
comparison for the optimized geometry. The Schempp-Hirth Arcus was reproduced in computer
aided design (CAD) software by adopting measurements from scaled drawings supplied by
Schempp-Hirth (Malcik, 2019).
The baseline model was simulated under conditions most frequently experienced by double
seater sailplanes in competitive flights. Flight data was obtained to determine the most
frequented altitude, speed and angle of attack of a Schempp-Hirth Arcus that participated in an
international gliding competition. These parameters assisted in the physics continua setup of
the baseline model simulation. A baseline drag value was obtained, against which the optimized
model was compared.
1.3.3

Obtaining and validating the optimization method

An investigation was performed to determine different possible CFD shape optimization
methods. The adjoint technology used by Ansys Fluent® and Simcenter STAR-CCM+ was
evaluated and the best software package, with respect to this research, was selected.
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The optimization method was validated in order to evaluate its effectiveness in shape
optimization by simulating a simpler geometry in the shape of a bullet.
1.3.4

Optimizing the baseline model

The validated optimization method was applied to the baseline model and the drag values of the
optimized model was compared to that of the baseline model.
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1.4

Dissertation layout

Chapter 1: Introduction – This chapter contains the background and rationale behind the
dissertation, the problem definition, and the objectives of this study.
Chapter 2: Fluid dynamics and fluid modelling – A brief history of fluid dynamics is given,
focusing on boundary layer flow and separation. Thereafter, fluid modelling, and specifically
turbulence modelling, is addressed, focusing on the history thereof and the models which are
applied in this day and age. The use of CFD and the requirements to perform a simulation are
also discussed.
Chapter 3: Design techniques and optimization methods – Discussions include fuselage
design, drag reduction and optimization methods. The use of the adjoint solver which is applied
as optimization method in Chapter 6 is also discussed.
Chapter 4: CFD Validation – A low speed wind tunnel experiment consisting of transitional
boundary layer flow is replicated and compared to the values obtained in CFD. A validation was
performed to insure the reliability of the results obtained from CFD software.
Chapter 5: Baseline model construction and simulation – The construction process of the
baseline model and description of the numerical simulation setup and flow analysis are
discussed. Another topic of discussion in this chapter is the selection and calculation of the
specific design point that was used.
Chapter 6: CFD shape optimization – The adjoint shape optimization method is evaluated on
a simple geometry and the different parameters involved are discussed. The optimization
method is established and discussed, followed by its application to the baseline model obtained
in Chapter 5.
Chapter 7: Conclusions and recommendations – The results obtained throughout the
research paper are discussed, compared and a conclusion is drawn with respect to the
effectiveness of the optimization method. Recommendations for future research are also made.
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CHAPTER 2: FLUID DYNAMICS AND FLUID MODELLING
In this chapter a brief history of fluid dynamics is given, focusing on boundary layer flow and
separation. Thereafter, fluid modelling, and specifically turbulence modelling is addressed,
focusing on the history thereof and the models which are applied in this day and age. The use
of CFD and the requirements to perform a simulation are also discussed.
2.1

Fluid dynamics

Fluid dynamics is a discipline used to describe the flow of fluids. In 1883, Osborne Reynolds
distinguished between two different types of flow phenomena: laminar and turbulent flow. He
observed that for small flow rates in a pipe, a streak of dye would flow in a straight line. For
slightly larger flow rates, random fluctuations occurred and for large enough flow rates, the dye
would immediately start to fluctuate randomly and mix throughout the pipe. From this
observation, the Reynolds number, a dimensionless quantity, was identified to which these
different flow types could be coupled. This Reynolds number is a ratio of the inertial and viscous
effects between a fluid and a surface it comes into contact with. Flow is laminar for small
Reynolds numbers and when a critical Reynolds number is reached, transition to turbulent flow
commences. Laminar flow is characterised as slow and parallel to the surface, whereas
turbulent flow is unsteady, fast and in unpredictable directions (Hoerner, 1965). For a large, but
not infinite Reynolds number, inertial effects present in fluid flow dominates the viscous effects,
except within the boundary layer. Prandtl (1925) discovered that flow outside of the boundary
layer can be classified as inviscid flow, because of the negligible effect of viscosity on the flow.
However, the viscous effects cannot be ignored within the boundary layer.
2.1.1

Boundary layer flow

Interaction between air and solid surfaces is such that, according to experimental evidence and
theoretical models, the velocity and temperature of the fluid adapts almost seamlessly to that of
the surface. The velocity of the fluid is therefore stationary relative to the surface at the point
where contact is made. This effect is termed the no-slip condition. Due to the viscosity of the
fluid and the no-slip condition, the velocity of flow is reduced in a thin layer close to the surface.
This thin layer is called the boundary layer. Velocity increases from zero on the surface, to the
free stream speed on the edge of the boundary layer, and a velocity gradient is formed within
the boundary layer. In Figure 2-1, the boundary layer thickness increases downstream with the
increase in fluid quantity affected. The higher the viscosity of a fluid, the thicker the boundary
layer will be, and vice versa (Schlichting, 1975).
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Figure 2-1: Boundary layer thickness (Schlichting, 1975)
The boundary layer thickness is measured between the surface and the boundary layer edge.
The edge is defined as the border between the viscous boundary layer and the inviscid outer
flow. As the outer flow is only assumed to be inviscid to ease the modelling thereof, the edge is
imaginary. Boundary layer thickness is therefore calculated between the surface and the point
where the fluid velocity reaches 99% of the free steam velocity (McLean, 2013).
A boundary layer develops at the point where the fluid first attaches to the surface, usually near
or on the front tip of the body. The boundary layer ends where it separates from the surface to
become part of the viscous wake. In most boundary layers, flow experience transition from
laminar to turbulent flow, and might in some cases undergo midway separation and reattachment. 2D boundary layer attachment occurs at a stagnation point which is typically near a
leading edge. A 2D boundary layer almost always attaches as laminar flow, with separation
possible anywhere thereafter, depending on the body shape and surface roughness. 3D flow
can have the same patterns of attachment and separation as 2D flow, but can also be very
different due to the extra dimension added. In 3D flow, singular attachment and separation
points can exist, or attachment and separation lines may occur, resulting in complicated surface
patterns (McLean, 2013).
Due to a reduction in average velocity, which is caused by an increasing boundary layer
thickness, the fluid loses momentum downstream in the boundary layer. Along with this
momentum loss, the Reynolds number (Re) increases. At around Re = 106, the laminar
boundary layer developed along a constant-pressure wall achieves a critical condition. The
kinetic energy in the flow dominates the viscous forces and the laminar layer starts to exhibit a
wave motion, breaking up into turbulent oscillations. Thus far, viscous exchange of momentum
has occurred, but is now replaced by the exchange of mass, which increases the skin friction.
After a disturbance to a laminar boundary layer occurred, the turbulent waves might be damped
out, depending on the flow stability. If the waves are damped out, laminar flow continues. The
turbulent waves can also grow in amplitude and result in turbulent flow. The latter event is called
transition, and can be caused by the excitation of waves by surface roughness, vibrations,
sound waves or external turbulent flow interference. Stability in boundary layer flow depends on
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several factors, including stream turbulence and surface roughness which includes both surface
protrusions and single elements of roughness (Hoerner, 1965).
2.1.2

Boundary layer separation

The separation of a boundary layer depends mostly on what happens to the slow moving fluid
close to the wall. In an attached boundary layer, the fluid close to the wall is moving in the
direction of flow on the boundary layer surface, and the entire boundary layer consist of a
positive velocity and a positive velocity gradient. After separation, the flow direction close to the
wall is upstream, causing a negative velocity and also a negative velocity gradient. For
separation to commence, the velocity gradient needs to pass through zero (the separation
point). With the downstream increase of boundary layer thickness, the velocity gradient
gradually decreases. Yet this alone is not sufficient for a slope reduction to zero and an
additional force in the form of an adverse pressure gradient is required (McLean, 2013).
Fluctuations in flow velocity over a surface, according to Bernoulli’s law, results in opposite
pressure variations over the same surface. For example, at the leading edge of a wing, flow
reaches stagnation which results in a high pressure. When flow accelerates over the wing,
pressure is reduced, causing a favourable pressure gradient, and when flow decelerates over a
wing, pressure will increase, resulting in an adverse pressure gradient. If a region on a surface
exists that an adverse pressure gradient is formed, fluid particles have too little kinetic energy to
penetrate far into that region. The boundary layer is deflected from the surface causing
separation as in Figure 2-2 (Schlichting, 1975).

Figure 2-2: Boundary layer separation
Boundary layer separation may occur during laminar or turbulent flow. For subcritical Reynolds
numbers, that is laminar flow, boundary layer separation commences shortly after the minimum
pressure have been reached. Because of the weaker viscous forces present, the laminar
boundary layer is unable to withstand an adverse pressure gradient for too long and separation
occurs (McLean, 2013). The laminar separation point is a function of only the body shape and
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can be theoretically obtained (Hoerner, 1965). For low Reynolds numbers, or in the case of
irregular surfaces, the boundary layer might reattach to the surface forming only a separation
bubble (Munson et al., 2010).
Mass and momentum exchange takes place within every turbulent boundary layer causing a
continuous momentum transport to the surface of a body. Losses due to this transport are
higher than within a laminar boundary layer, but due to the gain in momentum, turbulent
boundary layers have more energy to flow against an adverse pressure gradient. Therefore,
turbulent boundary layers stay attached to the surface longer than laminar boundary layers.
Separation cannot be predicted for turbulent boundary layers with the theoretical methods
available, however, from statistical information the separation point can be estimated (Hoerner,
1965). A separated turbulent boundary layer stretches far downstream from the separation point
and forms a large area of recirculation and turbulent flow called a wake (Munson et al., 2010).
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2.2

Drag

As previously mentioned, most aerodynamicists are faced with the problem of drag. In the
following section, the different drag types are discussed and connections are made with the
boundary layer theory explained previously.
According to McCormick (1979), drag on an aircraft can be divided into the following types:
cooling drag, wave drag, induced drag, skin friction drag, form or pressure drag and interference
drag. Other drag components exist but are combinations of the previously mentioned or just a
certain type calculated at a specific location. Cooling drag is the result of momentum loss when
air cools a power plant, and wave drag is pressure drag, limited to supersonic flow. These two
types are not of concern in sailplane fuselage design and are therefore not discussed in more
detail.
Induced drag is the result of a lift generating surface producing a trailing vortex system
downstream. The induced drag at a certain lift coefficient is defined as the drag that a lift
generating body would experience at the same lift coefficient, but in inviscid flow. According to
D’Alembert’s paradox, a closed body experiences no drag during inviscid flow. But due to the
infinite trailing vortex generated by a finite aspect ratio lifting body, the body is not closed
(McCormick, 1979). In the sailplane design field, where minimum drag is of the essence, the
fuselage is designed to produce little to zero lift and this reduces the presence of induced drag
on the fuselage.
Next, skin friction drag on a body is the result of the viscous shearing stresses acting on the
body’s wetted surface area. The amount of drag is a function of the skin friction drag coefficient
and the wetted surface area of the body. The skin friction drag coefficient is a function of the
Reynolds number, with a higher Reynolds number resulting in a higher coefficient. A turbulent
boundary layer, at higher Reynolds numbers, thus results in higher skin friction drag than a
laminar boundary layer. Surface roughness is also a proportional factor to skin friction drag. A
smooth surface, with a roughness in the order of the boundary layer displacement thickness,
has a minimal effect on the skin friction drag coefficient (McCormick, 1979).
Form drag, also called pressure drag, is the result of static pressure acting normal to the body
surface. Static pressure is at maximum at the stagnation or attachment point, and decreases to
a minimum downstream. From the minimum value, the static pressure starts to increase in an
attempt to reach the maximum pressure behind the body. When the boundary layer separates,
the static pressure at the separation point remains constant, causing a high pressure difference
between the front and rear of the body. This pressure difference is the measure of form drag.
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Form drag is also a function of the Reynolds number. In a turbulent boundary layer, at high
Reynolds numbers, separation is delayed which allows the static pressure to increase and
results in a pressure difference reduction. Surface roughness also has a positive influence on
form drag, as a very rough surface could trigger premature transition, which delays separation
and reduces form drag (McCormick, 1979).
Finally, interference drag is defined as the drag increment that occurs when two or more bodies
are combined or attached. An example is the wing-fuselage junction of a sailplane. The drag
computed on separate components is less than the drag computed when they are combined.
The reason is that the boundary layer thickens due to the super-positioning of two interacting
boundary layers (McCormick, 1979).
Methods to reduce these different types of drag are discussed in Chapter 3.
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2.3

Fluid modelling

In order to understand and implement a certain concept during a design phase, a simulation is
required to obtain repeatability. Mathematic models are used to describe concepts and by
fiddling with the models, engineers are able to evaluate designs without any physical
construction, financial input or risk. The Navier-Stokes equations, named after the French
engineer and physicist Claude-Louis Navier, and the Irish physicist and mathematician George
Gabriel Stokes, are able to model the essential features of aerodynamic flow of a perfect gas
during continuous viscous flow.
Wilcox (2006) explained that from Newton’s second law, a set of differential equations of motion
for fluid flow is derived and by the supplementation of the shear stress equations, the set of
three Navier-Stokes equations is obtained. These equations, in combination with the equations
of mass conservation, is used for the complete mathematical modelling of incompressible
Newtonian fluid flow. Due to the intricacy of these non-linear, second order partial differential
equations, very few exact solutions exist and numerical methods are implemented to
approximate a solution.
Laminar flow is predictable and can be simulated by using numerical methods to approach
solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations. In boundary layer flow, transition from laminar to
turbulent flow commences at a certain point, and the viscous wake formed behind bodies are
always turbulent. The complexity of turbulence is immense and the random unsteadiness
makes it difficult to model and predict, even with the use of the Navier-Stokes equations
(Wilcox, 2006).
2.3.1

Turbulence modelling

In most engineering applications, the unsteadiness of turbulence is not of interest, due to
portion of turbulence on the body being small in comparison to the body itself. Knowledge of the
time-averaged properties is sufficient. According to (Wilcox, 2006), the ideal turbulence model
should introduce the minimum amount of complexity while capturing the essence of the relevant
physics. The results of time-averaging can be seen as an imaginary continuum flow, or mean
flow, wherein similar kinematic characteristics and rules, as in real flow, applies. Research by
Reynolds (1895) on turbulence had such an importance in this scientific field that the standard
time-averaging process is called Reynolds-averaging.
By performing Reynolds averaging on the Navier-Stokes equations, the fluctuating components,
namely velocity, energy and pressure, are averaged in order to obtain a steady state situation.
The new equations, called Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations, are almost
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identical to the original, except for the additional terms that are added. These added terms are
called Reynolds stress tensors. With the addition of the Reynolds stress tensors, Reynoldsaveraging does not simplify the equations, but computational time is saved by allowing a
simpler numerical solution to be adequate (McLean, 2013). The addition of these equations
include unknown quantities which results in insufficient equations for the number of unknowns,
or a closure problem (Wilcox, 2006).
The answer to the closure problem lies in RANS turbulence models. Prior to the existence of
Reynolds’ closure problems, Boussinesq (1877) introduced the term turbulent viscosity in order
to describe the shear stress in turbulent boundary layer flow. In 3D turbulence, eddy flow
dynamics are characterized by an energy flow from large to small eddies and is converted into
heat due to the presence of viscosity. During turbulence, momentum transfer is dominated by
the mixing forces of large eddies which led to the idea of turbulent, or eddy, viscosity (Hallback
et al., 1995).
The mixing-length hypothesis introduced by Prandtl (1925) provided means for the calculation
of the eddy viscosity by using the mixing-length. Prandtl described the mixing length as the
distance a mass can travel before it is mixed with others to become a different mass. Models
based on the mixing-length hypothesis are called zero-equation turbulence models. An nequation model is defined as a model that requires n additional differential transport equations
to the existing momentum, mass and energy conservation equations.
Taking into account the effect that flow history has on the turbulent stresses , and therefore
eddy-viscosity, Prandtl (1945) proposed a one-equation model in which the eddy-viscosity was
dependent on the kinetic energy (k) of the flow. The one-equation model was an improvement
on the zero-equation model, but in addition to the initial and boundary conditions required, a
turbulence length scale was required, leaving the model as per definition, incomplete. Based on
Prandtl’s kinetic energy transport equations, Kolmogorov (1942) introduced a second
parameter 𝜔, which he referred to as “the rate of dissipation of energy in unit volume and time”.
The k-omega (k − 𝜔) model was the first complete two equation-model of turbulence, with
several others to follow, including the k-epsilon (k − 𝜖) model, where 𝜖 is the dissipation rate.
From the Boussinesq hypothesis, Rotta (1951) developed a differential equation model of the
Reynolds stress tensors. These models are described as Stress-Transport models and are of
advantage due to its incorporation of historic flow effects. Stress-Transport models are able to
model the effects of secondary motion, abrupt variations in strain rate and streamline curvature.
However, the complexity and computational difficulties that is brought along with these gains is
of significance when selecting a turbulence model (Wilcox, 2006).
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Turbulence models can be categorized as one of the following: zero-equation; one-equation;
two-equation or Stress-Transport model.
Zero and one-equation models are examples of closures that are based solely on the kinetic
energy equation. They are limited by the required length scale’s need to be adopted from an
impromptu empirical argument, and are thus incomplete. This restricted the practicality of these
two models (Hallback et al., 1995). An example of a one-equation turbulence model is the
Spalart-Almaras turbulence model. The Spalart-Almaras turbulence model provides accurate
results in fully developed turbulent flow with a relatively small pressure gradient and when flow
remains mostly attached (Siemens, 2019). One-equation models are able to accurately predict
attached boundary layer flow, but over predicts the skin friction and separation bubbles in
certain cases (Wilcox, 2006).
Two equation models are the lowest level of closure to include historic effects and that has
proven its generality in engineering applications for a large number of flows. The most popularly
used models are the k − 𝜖 and k − 𝜔 models. The k − 𝜔 model is superior to the k − 𝜖 model in
boundary layers under adverse pressure gradients. It has another advantage in that it may be
applied throughout the entire boundary layer without any modification required. The standard
k − 𝜔 model can also be used without wall distance computation. One disadvantage of the k −
𝜔 model is the sensitivity of boundary layer calculations to the values of 𝜔 in the free stream
(Wilcox, 2006).
Menter (1994) addressed this shortcoming of the k − 𝜔 model by integrating it with the k − 𝜖
model. He transformed the latter into a k − 𝜔 transport model by means of variable substitution,
resulting in a similar to the standard k − 𝜔 model, but with the addition of a non-conservative
cross-diffusion term. This model returned identical results to the k − 𝜔 model. A blending
function was suggested which would effectively make use of the k − 𝜖 model far from walls and
the k − 𝜔 model near walls. After modifying the linear constitutive equation in his model, the
SST (shear-stress transport) k − 𝜔 turbulence model was created (Menter, 1994).
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2.4

Computational fluid dynamics

The models discussed in the previous sections were derived years ago, but yet, very few exact
solutions exist and numerical methods are required to approach solutions. With modern
computational power, numerical calculations of very complex problems have become more
executable. CFD is a computer based numerical flow solver implemented to solve the most
complex fluid dynamic equations. CFD is therefore an adequate tool to simulate fluid flow.
CFD is a replacement of partial differential equations with discretized algebraic equations. The
discretizing process is performed by using either the finite differences, finite volume or finite
element process. With the Navier-Stokes equations valid throughout the flow field, an infinite
number of points in the flow field are analytically solved. However, analytical methods are
limited by the fact that it can only be implemented on a number of simplified geometries. This
limitation is overcome by the discretizing of the equations at a finite number of points, called a
mesh, to form a set of algebraic equations. The algebraic equations are numerically solved and
the flow fields at the discrete points in space are obtained (Munson et al., 2010).
To solve numerical problems, a region, boundary conditions and a set of equations are
required. The same methodology is applied when using CFD. Geometry of the flow field is
constructed in CAD software and is divided into different regions. Regions are used to represent
the flow field and to declare boundary conditions. The geometry is divided into small simple
shapes in order to obtain points, or nodes whereon the equations can be discretized, called a
mesh. A simulation model is then selected which the software uses to perform the calculation.
Convergence levels need to be supplied in order for the software to stop iterating at the stage
where the answer is within the specified range of accuracy. If no convergence level is specified,
the numerical process will have infinite iterations if not manually interrupted by the user. The
different requirements to perform a CFD simulation are discussed below.
2.4.1

Geometry

It is important that the geometry used in a CFD simulation is an accurate representation of the
body that has been experimentally tested. Results obtained from a simulation with an inaccurate
geometry are erroneous and the simulation is redundant. An example of such a result is
mentioned by van Dam (1999) where the trailing edge of the NACA 0012 airfoil had been
modified to satisfy the Kutta condition. By simply extrapolating the edge and forming a sharp
trailing edge, a wave drag difference of 15.3% occurred.
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2.4.2

Mesh selection

After confirming that the geometry used is an accurate representation of the model, it is
imperative to ensure that the mesh is properly defined and that all detail is captured (Bosman,
2012a). According to Oskam and Slooff (1998), a drag value converges to a constant if the
mesh resolution is refined enough. A mesh can be infinitely fine, but the finer the mesh, the
more computationally expensive the calculation is. An optimum fineness should therefore be
obtained which is fine enough to provide converged results, but be as inexpensive in processing
power as possible. The mesh near the body surface plays a vital role in near-and far field
calculations and refinement of the boundary layer and the wake area should therefore be
carefully considered.
When using CFD software to generate a mesh, several mesh types are available to choose
from. Meshes are divided into two categories, structured, and unstructured meshes. These
categories are subdivided into quadrilateral and triangular 2D meshes, their corresponding 3D
meshes, hexahedral, tetrahedral and the relatively new polyhedral mesh. Meshes are also
generated from triangular and quadrilateral prisms called prism meshing (Sadrehaghighi, 2018).
A structured mesh consists most commonly of quadrilateral or hexahedral elements, but also of
triangular and tetrahedral elements. The interior nodes of a structured mesh have an equal
number of adjacent elements. Structured mesh generation can be time consuming as the
domain is broken down into several blocks, depending on the complexity of the geometry.
Complex iterative smoothing techniques are applied in an attempt to align the elements with the
geometry. A structured grid is applied when the analysis code requires strict alignment of the
elements in order to calculate a physical phenomenon like boundary layer flow (Sadrehaghighi,
2018).
Unstructured meshes consist most commonly of triangular or tetrahedral elements but
quadrilateral and hexahedral meshes can also be unstructured. Unstructured meshes differ from
structured meshes in the sense that it allows the connection of a finite number of elements to a
single node. The generation process is much simpler as it consists of only two steps: node
generation along the geometry and the connection of these nodes. Unstructured meshes are
favoured because of its flexibility and ease of automation, although the skewness of elements in
sensitive boundary layers may have an undesirable effect on the solution accuracy
(Sadrehaghighi, 2018).
2D meshes are implemented in a step called surface meshing and is applied before attempting
a volume mesh. The volume mesh is constructed from the surface mesh elements. 3D meshing,
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or volume meshing, is applied in CFD when flow calculations are required over a 3D body. The
most common types of 3D meshes are hexahedral, tetrahedral and polyhedral meshes.
Hexahedral meshes are the simplest form of 3D meshing and are desirable in the case of flow
being perpendicular to a surface. Hexahedral meshes also results in the lowest number of mesh
elements and are therefore beneficial when computational power is limited. Complex
geometries, however, is hard to represent with an arrangement of such a rigid shape without
reducing the element size, which significantly increases the number of elements (Sosnowski et
al., 2017).
Tetrahedral meshes, on the other hand, are easier to generate and have the ability to represent
complex geometries with comfort. These elements have only four faces but consist of more
neighbouring elements than hexahedral meshes. Having more neighbouring elements improves
calculation accuracy, but at the cost of increasing the number of elements , even in simple
geometries. The downside of tetrahedral meshes are that they cannot be stretched excessively
in long thin areas as in the boundary layer, and a large amount of elements are required for a
reasonably accurate solution (Sosnowski et al., 2017).
In order to both overcome the disadvantages and to employ the advantages of the hexahedral
and tetrahedral meshes, polyhedral meshes were introduced. A polyhedral mesh, like the
tetrahedral mesh, has many neighbouring cells to increase the solution accuracy. The element
shape is also very versatile and can easily represent complex geometries (Sosnowski et al.,
2017). As with the hexahedral mesh, fewer elements are needed to represent geometries and in
some cases polyhedral meshes use even less elements than hexahedral meshes, which
reduces the computational demand. Polyhedral meshes are also less sensitive to stretching
than tetrahedral meshes and are beneficial in the handling of re-circulation of flows (Field,
2019).
When comparing the three types of 3D meshes, polyhedral elements have six directions to
which flow can be aligned, hexahedral three, and tetrahedral one. Hexahedral meshes produce
the least number of elements, followed by polyhedral and then tetrahedral meshes. Both
polyhedral and tetrahedral meshes struggle in computing boundary layer flow, but are more
suitable for complex geometries. According to Field (2018; 2019), polyhedral meshes, in
comparison with tetrahedral meshes, can achieve the same level of accuracy with almost a
quarter of the cells and half of the memory in twenty percent of the time.
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2.4.3

Mesh quality

When performing a CFD simulation, the mesh used needs to be of a certain quality in order to
achieve accurate results. It is possible for the meshing software to generate zero or negative
volume cells. This might in some situations be due to incorrect face orientations. Initialization of
the solution or a mesh diagnostic report can be used to identify problematic mesh elements.
After the mesh has been successfully initialized, the mesh might still be of poor quality. When
the mesh is not refined enough, simulation results are inaccurate and untrustworthy. A simple
method to ensure suitable mesh refinement is a mesh independence study. A mesh
independence study entails the validation of a known aerodynamic parameter against different
mesh refinements. A course grid is generated and a simulation is performed, the mesh is then
refined and the results are compared until the desired design parameter converges. The
courser the mesh, whilst still supplying an accurate enough answer, the better (Field, 2018).
The wall Y+ value of the mesh is also a key feature that needs to be evaluated when defining a
mesh, especially when simulating transitional boundary layer flow. The wall Y+ value is a
dimensionless wall distance used in wall bounded flow. It is a function of the friction velocity at
the nearest wall, the fluids’ local kinematic viscosity and the distance to the nearest wall.
According to Menter (1994), an excessive wall Y+ value predicts the boundary layer transition
position too far upstream. For accurate transition position prediction the wall Y+ value needs to
be smaller than one (Menter, 1994).
2.4.4

Initial and boundary conditions

The Navier Stokes equations used in fluid dynamics are a set of partial differential equations. A
partial differential equation may allow numerous solutions, and a set of partial differential
equations may then have infinite solutions. In order to obtain a solution that is unique to the
case or problem, some information regarding the case needs to be provided. This information is
called initial and boundary conditions. It is important to provide accurate conditions in order to
have an accurate solution. When using CFD software, information concerning the state of the
fluid; type, density, temperature, pressure and velocity prior to interaction with a body are
classified as initial conditions. Information concerning the body, represented mostly by the
geometry, but also by the material are considered boundary conditions.
2.4.5

Model selection

Fluid modelling has been discussed and the number of models available to solve fluid flow
problems is staggering. Some models have trouble predicting separation, and others can only
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model turbulent flow. Then there is also the choice of coupled and segregated flow modelling.
According to Darwish (2018), in coupled flow, the velocity and pressure equations present in the
RANS equations are solved simultaneously with implicit treatment of the inter-equation
influences. A segregated solver solves these equations separately along with treating the interequation influences

explicitly. Segregated solvers

have

been successfully applied in

compressible and incompressible flows and in laminar and turbulent flows, but fails to scale
linearly with grid size due to the explicit fashion by which the pressure-velocity coupling is
simulated. A more complex set of input values is required by the coupled approach, but the
increase in robustness is dramatic and produces a near linear scaling with mesh size (Darwish,
2018).
With so many different models and their corresponding applications, it is crucial to choose the
correct model for a specific application. CFD packages such as STAR-CCM+ and Fluent
simplifies the choice somewhat by supplying a limited number of well researched and
established models. These models can however be altered prior to being applied in the
simulations, but it is not advisable for this level of research. Simulating the correct flow with the
correct model is crucial as the implementation of a pure turbulence model when laminar flow is
present over predicts the drag and neglects the laminar flow completely.
2.4.6

Convergence

Mathematical convergence is when a value is approximated more and more closely when an
iterative process is performed. The monitoring of the aerodynamic parameters such as lift and
drag can, according to van Dam (1999), be used as a method of determining convergence
levels. When these parameters have stabilized over the last few iterations, it can be said that
the solution has converged. It is, however, crucial to have a large enough span of stabilized
results as a relaxation factor might be indicating false convergence (Srebric & Chen, 2002).
Residuals are defined as the amount by which governing algebraic equations in a solution are
satisfied and are not a measure of the error in the solution. Residuals are not a measure of
convergence and it is essential to practise convergence criteria on a solution, based on the
solution itself and not to employ convergence criteria as universal (Bosman, 2012a).
2.4.7

Convergence acceleration

During optimization processes like the adjoint shape optimization, a particularly high level of
convergence is required (Siemens, 2019). This can be achieved by measures build into CFD
packages. STAR-CCM+ allows the user to apply grid sequencing initialization, continuity
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convergence accelerators, an expert driver and the manipulation of the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy
condition (CFL) which all results in an accelerated and improved level of convergence.
Firstly, grid sequencing initialization generates a series of meshes. Starting with the coarsest
mesh, the simulation is initialized and ran for a user defined number of iterations in order to
obtain the approximate solution for the current mesh configuration. The results are then used as
initialization values for the next, finer mesh configuration. The procedure is repeated to produce
the initialization values for the finest mesh, as created by the user (Siemens, 2019).
The continuity convergence accelerator articulates a pressure-correction equation with the use
of the density-based or Riemann flux discretizing method. This additional solution provides
updates for parameters such as velocity and pressure which reduces the cell mass imbalances
present in each iteration (Siemens, 2019).
Finally, the expert driver provides a level of solution control by manipulating the CFL and
performing correction control. The expert driver performs automatic CFL modifications for each
iteration of the simulation to ensure an optimal value in each state of the simulation. With
correction control, it calculates the under-relaxation factor providing the quickest rate of residual
decrease (Siemens, 2019).
The CFL, or Courant number, in steady state simulations, controls the size of the pseudo-time
step and is determined by equation 2.1:
𝐶𝐹𝐿 =

∆𝑡𝑈
𝐿

(2.1)

In equation 2.1, ∆𝑡 represents the time step, 𝑈 the velocity and 𝐿 the mesh cell size. In coupled

implicit and explicit solvers, the CFL assumes the same role as under-relaxation parameters
does in segregated solvers. In steady-state simulations, an increase in CFL increases the local
pseudo-time step which results in faster convergence. The largest CFL possible can be used
whilst ensuring the stability of the solution. Indications of instability are when pressure and
temperature limits are hit, and when the residuals start to diverge (Siemens, 2019). The default
CFL in the STAR-CCM+ coupled implicit solver is 5 for steady, and 50 for unsteady flows, and
can, according to Siemens (2019), be even changed to 200 or higher for laminar flows.
Other aspects of the CFD simulation requirements are further discussed in the optimization
section in Chapter 3, and are applied in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
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CHAPTER 3: DESIGN TECHNIQUES AND OPTIMIZATION METHODS
Discussions in this chapter include fuselage design, drag reduction and optimization methods.
The use of the adjoint solver which is applied as optimization method in Chapter 6 is also
discussed.
3.1

Fuselage design

As in any part of a sailplane, the fuselage has an integral purpose. The design thereof requires
that the purpose be fulfilled along with the minimum drag addition to the sailplane. The fuselage
can be seen as two separate parts, the frontal and the aft fuselage, each with its own purpose.
The frontal fuselage is required to accommodate the pilot and the controls, and to form an
attachment to the wings. The aft fuselage forms an attachment between the frontal fuselage and
the empennage (Thomas, 1999). The purposes of the different parts enforce limitations on the
physical dimensions, and on the shape of the fuselage. A fuselage design needs then to adhere
to these limitations, and methods are required to achieve the most aerodynamic design
possible, whilst incorporating the limitations.
Fuselage thickness, the contraction behind the cockpit and the stream-line shape are the three
most important design factors to keep in mind when minimum fuselage drag is pursued
(Boermans, 2006). The fuselage thickness affects the frontal area which has a direct influence
on the skin-friction drag. The contraction and stream-line shape determines the pressure
distribution which affects the type of boundary layer flow. Laminar flow maximization and the
prevention of separation contributes greatly to fuselage drag reduction (Bosman, 2012a).
3.1.1

Fuselage thickness

An increase in the fuselage frontal area results in an increase in wetted surface area. Therefore
the frontal surface area has a direct proportionality to the skin friction drag. It is consequently
advantageous, aerodynamically speaking, to have the smallest cockpit possible. However, pilot
comfort and sailplane performance go hand in hand and certain restrictions are in place
concerning the minimum cockpit size and shape. When considering the fatigue of pilots during
extended flights, pilot comfort is a crucial factor in sailplane fuselage design. Weak cockpit
ergonomics can result in weak pilot performance which overshadows the performance of the
best sailplanes in the world. Thomas (1999) determined that the optimal cockpit size for pilot
comfort should be around 0.6 m wide and 0.8 m deep. Scholz and Lürig (1997) altered the side
curvature of the fuselage to adopt the shape of the human body in an attempt to increase pilot
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comfort. As displayed in Figure 3-1, the maximum thickness of the cockpit was higher at the feet
and shoulder regions, and lower at the hips (Scholz and Lürig 1997).

Figure 3-1: Fuselage frontal side curvature (Scholz & Lürig, 1997)
When the design of a fuselage with minimum drag commence, a basic physical shape should
first be created. Plenty of research has been done on 2D airfoil design and optimization which
resulted in near laminar flow airfoils with very little drag. A relationship between 2D and 3D flows
were established by Galvao (1969), allowing the use of a simple formula to convert a 2D airfoil
into a 3D body:
3

𝑟 = 𝑦2

(3.1)

In equation 3.1 (r) represents the 3D body radius and (y) the airfoil ordinate and an optimum
thickness can be achieved for the 2D airfoil, resulting in a 3D frontal fuselage.
This method cannot be implemented as fuselage optimization method since factors like pilot
comfort and room for external equipment (landing gear) are not included in the 2D design from
which the 3D shape is obtained. It is recommended only as an initial design technique to obtain
the optimum fuselage thickness. The optimum thickness should then be adjusted to adapt to the
pilot body position and to make room for external equipment.
3.1.2

Contraction ratio

Reduction in drag can be achieved by contracting the fuselage behind the cockpit as this
reduces the surface area and the skin friction drag. Radespiel (1979) compared 3 fuselages
with different configurations as in Figure 3-2, and found that fuselages 2 and 3 showed a
significantly lower drag result in comparison to fuselage 1.
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Figure 3-2: Fuselage configurations (Radespiel, 1979)
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The lower drag results were mainly due to the reduction of the wetted surface area caused by
the contraction. An optimum contraction ratio can be determined by considering skin friction
drag (wetted surface area) and pressure drag. The maximum detrimental pressure gradient in
the contraction area aft of the cockpit is restricted due to the possibility of flow separation of the
turbulent boundary layer (Bosman, 2012b).
3.1.3

Streamlined shape

Sailplane fuselages are considered streamlined shapes, but are, according to Marsden (1979),
usually longer than the optimum fineness ratio of about 3.5:1. The fineness ratio of a body is the
length divided by the maximum thickness of the body (Marsden, 1979). In bodies with an oval
cross section, the fineness ratio is adjusted and is calculated as two times the length divided by
the sum of the height and width of the shape (Hoerner, 1965).
The construction of a fuselage shape starts out as a 2D airfoil, consisting of a top and bottom
line. By applying Galvao’s law, the side fuselage line can be obtained and can be altered to
adopt the human shape. The adjustments can be, as previously stated, with the side curvature
higher at the pilot’s shoulders and feet, and lower at the hips. These lines provides a top and
side view of the frontal fuselage. The lines can be extended to represent the tail and forms the
top, bottom and side fuselage lines as in Figure 3-3.

Figure 3-3: Fuselage shape construction (Bosman, 2012a)
A frontal view can be generated when these three curves are connected by a mathematical
curve called the Hügelschaffer egg curve, named after its inventor, Fritz Hügelschaffer, in 1946.
A representation of the construction of the curves can be found in Figure 3-4, and is followed by
the formulae required for curve calculations.
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Figure 3-4: Hügelschaffer’s egg curve (Bosman, 2012a)
By using the formulae represented in equations 3.2 – 3.4, and by substituting the known upper,
lower and side coordinates (𝑧𝑢 , 𝑧𝐿 , 𝑦𝑠 ), as in Figure 3-4, the values of 𝛼, 𝑧𝑝 , 𝛽 and 𝑦𝑝 , can be
calculated respectively.
𝑧𝑝 =

1
1
(𝑧𝑢 + 𝑧𝐿 ) + (𝑧𝑢 − 𝑧𝐿 ) × cos 𝛼
2
2

(3.2)

1
sin 𝛼
]
𝛽 = tan−1 [ (𝑧𝑢 − 𝑧𝐿 ) ×
2
(𝑧𝑝 − 𝑧𝑠 )

(3.3)

𝑦𝑝 = 𝑦𝑠 × sin 𝛽

(3.4)

The cross sectional curves connecting to the bottom, top and side longitudinal curves can be
obtained by iterating the formulae for a specified interval. Each combination of (𝑧𝑝 , 𝑦𝑝 ) values
represent a coordinate on the Hügelschaffer curve. The accuracy of the geometry and the curve
depends on the number of coordinates iterated for (Bosman, 2012a). With the three longitudinal
curves and the finite number of Hügelschaffer curves, the 3D shape of the fuselage is
represented as a wireframe. With the use of CAD, a surface can be generated from the
wireframe and the fuselage geometry is completed.
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3.2

Drag reduction

As discussed in Chapter 2, the drag on a sailplane fuselage typically comprises of skin friction
and pressure drag, along with the interference drag added by the wing-fuselage junction. For
improved performance of the sailplane fuselage, the drag must be reduced. In this section, drag
reduction methods for the different types of drag are discussed
3.2.1

Skin friction drag

In order to keep skin friction drag to a minimum, the laminar flow region over the body should be
maximized (Bosman 2012a). In other words, the point of flow transition on the body should be
extended as far down stream as possible. The reason for laminar flow extension is that laminar
flow depicts less viscous drag on a body than to turbulent flow. Natural laminar flow airfoils,
such as NASA’s NLF(1)-0414F, achieves laminar flow for up to 70% of the chord length,
reducing the drag by 66%. This was achieved by implementing a favourable pressure gradient
(dp/dx < 0) without producing too severe pressure recoveries at the trailing edge. The pressure
recoveries were reduced by decelerating the flow at the point where the boundary layer had the
most energy (Viken et al., 1987).
Another technique implemented by Beck et al. (2018) to increase the laminar flow region over a
body, called boundary layer suction, was applied on the fuselage, wings and vertical tail plane
of an Airbus A320. 50 µm holes and a suction pump with an efficiency of 70% was simulated
behind the pressure minimum on the wing, which resulted in the laminar flow extending almost
to the trailing edge and reducing drag by up to 40%. With the use of computer software,
XFOILSUC, natural transition occurred at 10% of the fuselage length, and after the application
of suction between 7% and 70% of the fuselage length, transition was postponed to beyond
80% of the fuselage length. The application of suction on a fuselage skin, however, poses
difficulties and challenges in the design, as gaps in the fuselage for canopies, doors and
hatches affects the suction process (Beck et al., 2018). The installation of a suction pump,
resulting in added weight, is also required if suction is applied on such a large surface.
Surface preparation and refinement also contributes to skin friction drag. Small imperfections on
the surface can trigger premature transition, resulting in a drag increase. The effect of surface
roughness can be observed in Figure 3-5, adapted from McCormick (1979), where sketch a
presents a smooth skin and sketch b an unimproved painted surface of a NACA 65(421)-420
airfoil. With a smooth skin, the skin friction drag coefficient, and thus also the skin friction drag,
remains almost constant with the increase of the Reynolds number, whereas the unimproved
surface has a sudden increment at a Reynolds number of 20 million.
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Figure 3-5 Variation of drag coefficient with Reynolds number over smooth and rough
surfaces (McCormick, 1979)
The size of the particle responsible for the increase of the drag coefficient in Figure 3-5 is
estimated to be 0.1mm (McCormick, 1979). According to Hoerner (1965),the downstream
position of a surface imperfection contributes more to surface roughness than one closer to the
leading edge.
Generally, the best practice to reduce skin friction drag is to reduce the wetted surface area,
which can be achieved by shortening the body. This however tends to increase the pressure
drag. When designing a body with the minimum drag, the major goal is to optimize the
relationship between skin friction and pressure drag (McLean, 2013).
3.2.2

Pressure drag

Pressure drag, as explained in Chapter 2, is drag of a body due to a pressure difference
between the front and rear of bodies. Pressure drag is unavoidable, and is in the case of blunt
or fat shapes, much higher than skin friction drag. The main contributor to pressure drag is
boundary layer separation. Boundary layer separation occurs either when triggered by a rough
surface, or by an adverse pressure gradient. The control thereof corresponds with laminar flow
maximization methods but separation prevention on an aircraft at different angles of attack is
quite difficult. There is also a strong adverse pressure gradient near the trailing edge of the
wing, caused by the wing-fuselage junction, especially for mid wing configurations (Boermans &
Waibel, 1989).
Careful design can, however, prevent separation problems. Separation was detected by
Hülsmann (2006), in the rear corner of the wing-fuselage junction of the Mü 31 sailplane at high
speed and low lift coefficients. After small alterations were made to the fuselage geometry along
with a reduction in the contraction ratio behind the cockpit, no separation occurred (Hülsmann,
2006).
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A laminar boundary layer, having less energy, is more susceptible to separation than a turbulent
boundary layer. It is therefore, contrary to what was discussed in the previous section, beneficial
to have a strategically rough surface tripping the boundary layer and causing transition. Having
a turbulent boundary layer increases the skin friction drag but delays separation and therefore
reduces pressure drag (McCormick, 1979).
3.2.3

Interference drag

Interference drag is drag added when two bodies or surfaces are brought together to form a
single body. It is difficult to have an exact measure of interference drag, especially in aviation
where the two separate bodies cannot be flown in isolation to determine the drag on each
component individually. It is also not good practice to do so, if possible, because the different
components generally don’t from closed bodies and the results will be erroneous at best
(McLean, 2013).
At the wing-fuselage junction, the boundary layer thickens due to the super-positioning of the
boundary layers of the wing and fuselage. This results in an interference drag increment. The
drag increment is more severe when the surfaces meet at angles other than 90o and acute
angles between intersecting surfaces should be avoided (McCormick, 1979). According to
Hoerner (1965), interference drag doubles when surfaces meet at 45 o in comparison with when
they meet at 90o. He also approximated the wing-fuselage junction interference drag to be equal
to 4% of a typical wing’s profile drag (Hoerner 1965).
These drag reduction methods are utilized in optimization methods as discussed in the following
section.
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3.3

CFD optimization

With recent technological developments, a CFD simulation can be performed on very large and
complex bodies and in a variety of flow conditions. A CFD simulation requires the user to
provide a geometry and a flow regime with which it then simulates the scenario and provide
parameters such as lift and drag of the body. The problem, however, is that extensive design
experience is required to adjust the geometry in order to improve these parameters.
Software developers like Siemens and Ansys ®, who both distribute and support CFD packages,
STAR-CCM+ and Fluent respectively, have established a possible solution called an adjoint
analysis. The adjoint technology requires exactly the same input data, geometry and physics as
a normal CFD simulation, but by performing additional calculations, it supplies the user with
access to sensitivity information of the simulation (Ansys, 2019).
3.3.1

The adjoint solver

An adjoint analysis is performed by using information gathered in two steps. In the first step, a
geometry is simulated using a steady state physics continua in order to obtain what is called the
primal solution. The primal solution is then used by the adjoint solver in the second step to
obtain the adjoint solution, which will provide sensitivity information with regards to the user
defined cost function.
According to Siemens (2019), the primal solution is obtained in three steps: The prescription of
design parameters, the primal solution and the solution analysis. During the prescription of
design parameters a relationship between an existing mesh (X) and design parameters (D) is
defined. The primal solution (Q) is obtained by the iterative simulation of the governing physics
equations and a solution analysis is performed by reporting the physical quantities such as lift
and drag, or the objectives (L). The design parameters (D) are accepted as input before
performing an operation in the sequence: (X(D); Q(X); L(Q,X)) to achieve the objectives (L) as
an output. During this process, the physics are the control variables, the objectives the
dependent variables and the mesh the independent variable (Siemens, 2019).
Siemens (2019) explains that the adjoint solver performs the process in reverse by keeping the
physics controlled and by switching the mesh to be dependent of the objectives. The result of
𝑑𝐿

this process is the sensitivity equation of the objectives with respect to design parameters ( ).
𝑑𝐷

This sensitivity equation is achieved through the chain of the Jacobian of the above mentioned
sequence of operations represented in equation 3.5:
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𝑑𝐿
𝜕𝐿 𝜕𝐿 𝜕𝑄 𝑑𝑋
]
=[ +
𝑑𝐷
𝜕𝑋 𝜕𝑄 𝜕𝑋 𝑑𝐷

(3.5)

When n design variables (D) are considered in a mesh (X) with m points, the Jacobian of X(D) is
the matrix of the first-order partial derivatives of the operation. The rows represent the gradient
of the Jacobian and the columns are tangent to the Jacobian:
𝜕𝑋1
𝜕𝐷1
𝑑𝑋
= ⋮
𝑑𝐷
𝜕𝑋𝑚
[ 𝜕𝐷1

𝜕𝑋1
𝜕𝐷𝑛
⋱
⋮ = 𝐽𝑋
𝜕𝑋𝑚
…
𝜕𝐷𝑛 ]
…

(3.6)

𝑑𝐿

When n becomes large, the computation of ( ) becomes costly with respect to memory. This
𝑑𝐷

problem is solved by representing the derivative as tangents of 𝐽𝑋. This however increases the
processing power linearly with each addition of a design variable, or increment of n. In
engineering applications the number of design variables is often great in comparison with the
required outputs. When the tangent approach mentioned above is inverted by transposing the
derivative of the system, the computation power required could be reduced. The equation to be
solved is then:
𝑑𝐿𝑗 𝑇 𝑑𝑋𝑇 𝜕𝐿𝑗 𝑇 𝜕𝑄 𝑇 𝜕𝐿𝑗 𝑇
[
]
=
+
𝑑𝐷
𝑑𝐷 𝜕𝑋
𝜕𝑋 𝜕𝑄

(3.7)

The solution of this equation is performed in the following steps:
1. Computation of objective sensitivities (

𝜕𝐿𝑗 𝑇
𝜕𝑄

), and mesh sensitivities (

𝜕𝐿𝑗 𝑇
𝜕𝑋

).

2. Evaluation of mesh sensitivities with respect to the objectives:
𝑑𝐿𝑗 𝑇 𝜕𝐿𝑗 𝑇 𝜕𝑄 𝑇 𝜕𝐿𝑗 𝑇
=
+
𝑑𝑋
𝜕𝑋
𝜕𝑋 𝜕𝑄

(3.8)

3. Execution of the adjoint-differentiated mesh deformation algorithm which evaluates:
𝑑𝐿𝑗 𝑇 𝑑𝑋𝑇 𝑑𝐿𝑗 𝑇
=
𝑑𝐷
𝑑𝐷 𝑑𝑋

(3.9)

This step describes the report objective sensitivity with respect to the mesh.
The user can then choose to maximize or minimize the objectives and the adjoint mesh morpher
modifies the mesh accordingly (Siemens, 2019).
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Several shape optimizations with the use of the adjoint solver have been documented, ranging
from pressure drops in pipes, to 2D airfoils and 3D models of sailplanes:
Heners (2018) performed an adjoint optimization experiment on unsteady flow through a thin
walled duct and achieved a 15.13% pressure drop within three optimization cycles.
Amini (2015) approached the adjoint optimization of a 2D NACA 4421 airfoil with a Gurney flap
attached. A successful drag coefficient reduction of 18.9% and 11.5% was achieved at Ma=0.6
and 0.3 respectfully, with the use of the Spalart-Almaras turbulence model (Amini, 2015).
Mishra (2018) used a 2D Euler solver along with adjoint analysis and managed to optimize the
NACA 0012 airfoil shape to represent the pressure distribution of their target airfoil, the NACA
2312 airfoil.
Siemens (2019) optimized the front wing of a race car to maximize the downforce. By using the
Spalart-Almaras turbulence model along with the adjoint solver, different experiments were
performed with different point set distributions and an increase in downforce ranging between
3% and 11% was achieved (Siemens, 2019).
Adjoint shape optimization along with the Spalart-Almaras turbulence model was applied by
Papoutsis-Kiachagias (2015), in the pursuit of drag reduction on a generic car model. In six
shape optimizations cycles, a mean drag reduction of 7% was achieved by the alteration of the
shape to adopt a more favourable pressure gradient which reduced the pressure drag
(Papoutsis-Kiachagias, 2015).
The lift-to-drag ratio of an underwater glider was maximized by Xumao (2018). The baseline
results, obtained in Fluent with a SST-k turbulence model at Re=6.0x106, was improved by
15.5% with the application of the Spalart-Almaras turbulence model and adjoint technology
(Xumao, 2018).
The maximization of the lift-to-drag ratio of sailplane with an adjoint optimization was
approached by Papoutsis-Kiachagias (2016). With the application of the Spalart-Almaras
turbulence model at Re=1.55 x 106 with respect to the wing chord length, the sailplane was
optimized at four locations; the top of the cockpit, behind the cockpit and at the leading and
trailing edges of the wing-fuselage junction. In total, a 15% increase in the lift-to-drag ratio was
achieved through a combination of 4% lift increase and 10% drag reduction (PapoutsisKiachagias, 2016).
From all of the above documented experiments, most were performed with the use of the
Spalart-Almaras turbulence model, which is the model of choice when consulting Siemens
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(2019). As explained in Chapter 2 though, the Spalart-Almaras turbulence model excels when
applied in fully developed turbulent, attached boundary layer flow with a relatively small
pressure gradient, but may over predict skin friction and separation bubbles. The SpalartAlmaras model is therefore not a good choice when modelling low speed transitional boundary
layer flow with a large pressure gradient resulting in separation, as is the case in sailplane flight.
The adjoint technology in Fluent is unable to perform analysis on transition models, and can
only be executed alongside standard 𝑘 − 𝜖, 𝑘 − 𝜔 and Spalart-Almaras turbulence models
(Ansys, 2019). STAR-CCM+ is however able to employ its adjoint solver along with the
transition 𝑘 − 𝑘𝑙 − 𝜔 model and also the combination of the SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 turbulence and the 𝛾 −
𝑅𝑒𝜃 transition models in a coupled implicit simulation. STAR-CCM+ is therefore able to solve
transitional boundary layer flow, whilst applying the adjoint solver (Siemens, 2019).
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CHAPTER 4: CFD VALIDATION
In this chapter a low speed wind tunnel experiment consisting of transitional boundary layer flow
is replicated and compared to the values obtained in CFD. A validation was performed to insure
the reliability of the results obtained from CFD software.
4.1

Wind tunnel experiment

In 1979, Rolf Radespiel performed wind tunnel tests on nine different fuselage configurations
with the aim of determining the effect of the fuselage contraction ratio and the position of the
wing on fuselage drag. The results of these wind tunnel tests were documented in his thesis,
along with the setup information, wind tunnel specifications and the coordinates used to form
the Hügelschaffer curves, which describes the geometry (Radespiel, 1979).
4.1.1

Wind tunnel specifications

The wind tunnel used by Radespiel was the low-speed wind tunnel of the DFVLR-AVA in
Göttingen, Germany. The wind tunnel was commissioned in 1959 and made use of a free-jet
measuring section with closed air return. It had a contraction factor of 5.5 and could produce
controlled wind speeds of 0-65 m/s, or a maximum Reynolds number of 4.4x106 1/m. The
physical dimensions of the wind tunnel were a square inlet section of 3x3 m, with a length of 6
m. It typically accommodated aircraft models with wingspans of 1 – 2 m, and fuselage lengths of
2 – 3 m (Radespiel, 1979). The wind tunnel has since been decommissioned.
4.1.2

Test fuselage geometry

The fuselage models used were adopted from the ASW19 sailplane with the wing position and
contraction ratio on each different configuration adjusted to investigate the affects thereof. Due
to the small size of the wind tunnel, the test samples were 1/3 scale models. The models
consisted of a fuselage length of 2.2 m and a wing span of 2 m. A FX62K131 airfoil was applied
to the 2 m wing and a FX60-126 winglet added another 0.4 m (Radespiel, 1979). The geometry
and angle of the winglets were not provided in the text.
From the nine different fuselages, three different contraction ratios, each with a different wing
position, were tested as shown in Figure 3-2. For validation purposes of this paper, fuselage 1,
configuration 1 was chosen, due to its close representation of the baseline model that is
discussed in Chapter 5. The coordinates used in the Hügelschaffer curves are provided in
Table 4-1. These coordinates are with respect to the X axis, originating from the fuselage tail tip
(Radespiel, 1979).
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Table 4-1 Fuselage 1, configuration 1 Hügelschaffer curve coordinates (mm)
X

Y_s

Zu

Zs

Zl

0

0

-47

-54

-60

60

30

-12

-58

-82

120

47

20

-60

-102

220

71

60

-62

-126

320

89

90

-61

-142

420

102

111

-59

-152

520

107

121

-57

-153

620

106

121

-51

-146

720

101

115

-45

-136

820

94

107

-37

-120

920

85

97

-28

-106

1020

75

87

-19

-92

1120

67

77

-11

-80

1220

60

67

-4

-68

1320
1420

54
50

58
51

-1
0

-59
-51

2000

29

29

0

-29

2200

0

0

0

0

The wing leading edge position of fuselage 1, configuration 1 is located at X = 565 mm and
Z = 5 mm and is fitted with an angle of incidence of 1º. With the angle at which the winglets
were attached not provided, they could not be added and the exact geometry of the test model
could not be recreated. Some adjustments were made to allow sufficiently accurate calculation
of the desired parameters. These adjustments are discussed alongside the results.
After the Hügelschaffer curves were created and imported into CAD, a closed body was formed.
The wing profile was obtained and inserted with an angle of incidence of 1º. The completed test
model can be seen in the figures below. Note that the winglets are omitted and the wing length
was increased up to the wind tunnel wall. This measure was taken to compensate for the
increase in induced drag due to the omitted winglets.

Figure 4-1: Fuselage 1 configuration 1 side view
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Figure 4-2: Fuselage 1, configuration 1 top view.

Figure 4-3: Fuselage 1, configuration 1 front view

Figure 4-4 Fuselage 1, configuration 1 model
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4.1.3

Wind tunnel flow conditions

No information regarding the flow conditions present in the wind tunnel, except the velocity and
Reynolds number were provided in the literature. Contact was made with Professor Radespiel,
who provided the values (Radespiel, 2019). The values were used to calculate the Reynolds
number, which corresponded to the Reynolds umber provided in the literature. See Table 4-2.
Table 4-2: Flow conditions of the wind tunnel experiment

4.1.4

Parameter

Value

Velocity (U)

60 m/s

Wing chord (c)

0.29 m

Fuselage length (L)

2.19 m

Re(MAX) wing

1 260 000

Re(MAX) fuselage

9 240 000

Ambient pressure (P)

100 kPa

Ambient temperature (T)

6 ºC = 279 K

Air density (ρ)

1.225 kg/m 3

Kinematic viscosity (µ)

1.785e-5 m 2/s

Wind tunnel data

From the work of Radespiel, the pressure coefficient (CP) and lift coefficient (CL ) of all fuselage
configurations at different angles of attack could be acquired. Wind tunnel measured pressure
coefficient graphs and lift coefficients were supplied for all the configurations at their respective
angles of attack (alpha). Drag values were only supplied as a delta value from the control model
(fuselage 1, configuration 2), which had its drag value supplied at CL = 0.8. Boundary layer
transition positions were also provided for each configuration but only at CL=0.7. It was therefore
necessary to first estimate at what angle of attack these lift coefficients were generated and
then compare the literature drag values and transition positions to that calculated in CFD.
To estimate at what angle of attack the above mentioned lift coefficients were obtained, a lift
polar of fuselage 1, configuration 1 was created, representing the supplied lift coefficients at
their respected angles of attack. The lift polar can be seen in Figure 4-5.
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Figure 4-5 Fuselage 1, configuration 1 lift polar
From the graph, a lift coefficient of 0.7 and 0.8 was estimated to be achieved at angles of attack
of 2.2º and 3.2º respectively. An iterative process was necessary to confirm these predictions,
but before the CFD tool could be used to determine the angle of attack at a certain lift
coefficient, it needed to be validated by successfully calculating the lift coefficient at a given
angle of attack.
Consequently, a validation was done on fuselage 1, configuration 1 at an angle of attack equal
to 5.4º, to validate lift and pressure coefficient prediction. Validations were also performed at the
angles of attack resulting in lift coefficients of 0.7 and 0.8. The boundary layer transition position
at CL=0.7, and the drag value obtained at CL=0.8 was compared to the values obtained from
literature.
Radespiel used fuselage 1, configuration 2 as a control to compare the different fuselage
configurations. The drag on the model at CL=0.8 was measured at 36.25 N. Fuselage 1,
configuration 1 had a drag delta of -0.95 N, resulting in a drag value of 35.3 N. Due to the
alteration in the wing, by omitting the winglets, this value will differ slightly from the literature.
The drag value can therefore not be used as a validation parameter, but is still investigated to
verify that the drag values measured are in the correct vicinity.
4.2

Validation simulation

Two options of CFD software were considered to be used for this research. STAR-CCM+ and
Fluent are both able to perform automatic shape optimization for a supplied aerodynamic
parameter with the use of an adjoint technology. STAR-CCM+ was elected as the preferred
package, as Fluent was only able to execute the adjoint solver when the standard 𝑘 − 𝜔, 𝑘 − 𝜖
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or Spalart-Almaras turbulence models were used as physics model (Ansys, 2019). These
models cannot predict the boundary layer transition position and are not able to accurately
simulate the boundary layer flow on the sailplane. STAR-CCM+ can, however, perform an
adjoint shape optimization when the SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 turbulence and the 𝛾 − 𝑅𝑒𝜃 transition models
are applied. These models are able to simulate the laminar, transition and turbulent flow present
in the sailplane boundary layer. All simulations in this paper, except when stated differently, are
simulated with the SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 turbulence and 𝛾 − 𝑅𝑒𝜃 transition models as an incompressible,
coupled implicit flow.
4.2.1

Geometry setup

The wind tunnel specifications were used to create a 6x3x3 m wind tunnel. The model was
positioned 2 m from the inlet, in the centre with regards to the horizontal and vertical axes. In
order to reduce the number of cells in the mesh, and save computational time, the setup was
halved in the centre of the fuselage, as it forms a symmetric plane. The following images
provide a representation of the geometry setup.

Figure 4-6: Validation geometry, side view

Figure 4-7: Validation geometry, top view
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To ease changing the angle of attack of the sailplane, a design parameter, alpha, was be
defined. This parameter had the capability of altering the fuselage angle of attack prior to the
subtraction of the fuselage from the free stream geometry. This allowed the angle of attack to
be changed without having to reconfigure the whole geometry.
4.2.2

Validation mesh setup

As discussed in the literature, different meshing models are available for use. The polyhedral
meshing model along with a prism layer mesh on the surface of the sailplane was selected. The
polyhedral mesh, according to literature, provides the lowest number of cells and the fastest
convergence with the same accuracy as tetrahedral meshes (Field, 2019). A prism layer mesh
was applied to represent the boundary layer flow. The prism layer mesh required proper
definition in order to obtain a wall Y+ value of smaller than one. A wall Y+ value of smaller than
one was necessary to accurately model transitional boundary layer flow. The first layer height
and the prism layer thickness are the two most important factors when defining the prism layer
mesh.
The calculation of the prism layer first layer height that produced a wall Y+ value of 0.5 follows
in equations 4.1 – 4.6, with the results recorded in Table 4-3.
According to LEAP (2013), the wall Y+ value can be calculated with equation 4.1 from which the
prism layer’s first layer height, Δy1, can be calculated:
𝑌+ =

𝜌𝑈𝜏 ∆𝑦1
𝜇

(4.1)

𝑌+𝜇
𝜌𝑈𝜏

(4.2)

∆𝑦1 =

In equation 4.1, ρ is the fluid density, µ the fluid kinematic viscosity and Uτ the fluid frictional
velocity. Uτ can be calculated with equation 4.3:
𝜏𝑤
𝑈𝜏 = √
𝜌

(4.3)

The wall shear stress, τw , is calculated with equation 4.4:
1
𝜏𝑤 = 𝐶𝑓 𝜌𝑈 2
2

(4.4)

Cf represents the skin friction coefficient and is a function of the Reynolds number, Re.
𝐶𝑓 = 0.058𝑅𝑒 −0.2
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(4.5)

𝑅𝑒 =

𝜌𝑈𝐿
𝜇

(4.6)

The Reynolds number is a function of the fluid density (𝜌), fluid velocity (𝑈), fluid kinematic
viscosity (𝜇) and the characteristic length (𝐿) of the body simulated (LEAP, 2013). As different
prism layer meshes can be applied to the wing and fuselage sections, separate Reynolds
numbers, calculated at the maximum length of each part, are used during calculation of the
prism layer mesh parameters. The values used to perform the calculation are listed in Table 4-2
and the results are recorded in Table 4-3.
Table 4-3: Validation prism layer calculation results
Parameter

Wing

Fuselage

Desired wall Y+ value

0.5

0.5

Maximum Reynolds number (Re)

1 260 000

9 240 000

Skin friction coefficient (Cf)

3.49e-3

2.35e-3

Wall shear stress (τw)

7.85 N-1

5.29 N-1

Fluid frictional velocity (Uτ)

2.51 m/s

2.06 m/s

First layer height (Δy1 )

2.84e-6 m

3.46e-6 m

The boundary layer thickness also needed calculation in order to define the thickness of the
prism layer mesh. A turbulent boundary layer is more uniform than a laminar boundary layer and
therefor has a separate formula. As the boundary layer thickness (δ) cannot be exactly
measured or predicted, it is approximated before a boundary layer displacement thickness (δ*)
is calculated (McCormick, 1979).
The boundary layer and boundary layer displacement thicknesses are calculated by McCormick
(1979) as follows and the results are tabulated in Table 4-4.
For a laminar boundary layer:
1

𝛿 = 5.2𝑥𝑅𝑒 −2
𝛿∗ =

𝛿
3

(4.7)
(4.8)

For a turbulent boundary layer:
𝛿 = 0.37𝑥𝑅𝑒
𝛿∗ =
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𝛿
8

1
−
5

(4.9)
(4.10)

Table 4-4: Validation boundary layer thickness calculation results
Wing

Fuselage

Laminar

Turbulent

Laminar

Turbulent

Boundary layer
thickness (δ)

1.39 mm

6.69 mm

3.76 mm

32.92 mm

Boundary layer
displacement
thickness (δ*)

0.46 mm

0.84 mm

1.25 mm

4.11 mm

Because the maximum distance of the geometry in each case is used to determine the
Reynolds number, the boundary layer thickness is only determined at the aft point of the
fuselage and wing trailing edge. A uniform thickness prism layer mesh was applied and the
prism layer was not required to be as thick as the calculated boundary layer at these extreme
points. Using 3 times the displacement thickness as the prism layer thickness sufficed in
representing the boundary layer flow, because fully developed turbulent flow occupied the
entirety of the boundary layer before its thickness exceeded that of the prism layer thickness.
Turbulent boundary layer flow does not require a prism layer mesh because the flow is no
longer tangent to the surface, as it was during laminar flow. Confirmation of this thickness being
sufficient can be observed in Figures 4.8 and 4.9.

Figure 4-8: Boundary layer transition within prism layer mesh aft of cockpit
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Figure 4-9: Boundary layer transition within prism layer mesh on boom
Figures 4.8 and 4.9 shows the turbulent kinetic energy (J/kg) as a scalar, with the dark blue
regions consisting of 0.0 J/kg (laminar flow), and the red of 30.0 J/kg turbulent kinetic energy.
The turquoise, yellow and orange areas represent fully developed turbulent flow. From the
figures it is clear that the boundary layer flow is fully turbulent before its thickness achieves that
of the prism layer mesh applied. This was monitored during the different simulations and proved
to be accurate.
With the necessary meshing values obtained, the mesh was generated and the figures below
show the two different mesh types applied. The following images are representations of the
meshed geometry. Note the use of the prism layer mesh on the entirety of the geometry.

Figure 4-10: Prism layer mesh on wing surface
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Figure 4-11: Polyhedral mesh on fuselage

Figure 4-12: Polyhedral mesh refinement on nose, tail and wing
4.2.3

Physics setup

The setup of the flow conditions and the wall treatments inside of the wind tunnel was the next
step. The different faces of the geometry were split into boundaries and the mesh, as well as
the physics were altered on each of these boundary faces.
The inlet of the wind tunnel was defined as a velocity inlet, with an air velocity of 60 m/s. The
outlet was defined as a pressure outlet. The plane on which the geometry was divided was
defined as a symmetry plane. A slip wall condition was applied the rest of the walls as to
incorporate the suction present in the wind tunnel, which prevented boundary layer formation on
the walls. The static temperature is equal to 279 K and the static pressure 100 kPa.
As explained earlier, the SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 turbulence model, along with the 𝛾 − 𝑅𝑒𝜃 transitional model
was applied using steady state, coupled implicit flow to accurately represent the low speed
transitional boundary layer flow present in sailplane flight.
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4.2.4

Mesh quality

After the mesh and physics setup was completed, it was necessary to determine the mesh
quality. This is accomplished by verifying that the wall Y+ values are in fact smaller than 1
across the aircraft geometry and by performing a mesh independence study. Both of these
methods are performed using STAR-CCM+. Firstly, the wall Y+ values could be verified by
inserting a scalar scene. Figure 4-13 shows that the wall Y+ values are in fact smaller than 1
after meshing, since no red areas indicating a wall Y+ value of 1 is visible.

Figure 4-13: Validation wall Y+ values
Next, a mesh independence study was performed on one of the validation cases. The mesh
independence study ensured that the mesh is fine enough to provide accurate information, but
not too fine to be wasteful of computational power and time. With the aim of this research being
drag reduction, the mesh independence study was performed with drag as the monitored
parameter. Fuselage 1, configuration 1 was simulated at a lift coefficient of 0.8. The values
obtained are discussed later, as the focus is now on the mesh quality. The simulation was
performed four times, each with an increasing amount of cells in the mesh. The results of the
independence study are shown in the graph in Figure 4-14.

Figure 4-14: Validation mesh independence study results
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From the graph, it can be seen that the lift coefficient (CL) converged faster than the drag value,
and at 9 million cells, the drag value corresponded with that at 13 million. Approximately the
same drag and lift results were produced with meshes containing 9 and 13 million cells. A mesh
consisting of 9 million cells therefore produced sufficiently accurate drag and lift results for this
geometry setup.
4.3

Validation results

The validation parameters in the literature were only provided in accordance with the lift
coefficients they were produced at. As the CFD simulation required an angle of attack as
independent variable, the first step was to validate that the simulation setup could reproduce a
lift coefficient from a supplied angle of attack. The angles of attack that produced the lift
coefficients at which the validation parameters were recorded, could then be estimated and
applied to the CFD simulation.
4.3.1

Lift and pressure coefficients

From the wind tunnel experiments of Radespiel (1979), a lift coefficient of 0.97 was measured at
an angle of attack of 5.4º. The data from these experiments also provides pressure coefficient
graphs at this angle of attack, as shown in Figure 4-15. These measurements were taken at
equal intervals on the centre fuselage, along the symmetry plane.

Figure 4-15: Measure pressure coefficients of the frontal fuselage at an angle of attack of
5.4º
By excluding the winglets, the wings were extended up to the wind tunnel side walls in order to
simulate an infinite wing with negligible induced drag. This could be done as the winglets would
not affect the pressure distribution on the centre fuselage. The area of the wing was therefore
adjusted accordingly and a lift coefficient of 0.97 was reproduced. The pressure coefficients
obtained from CFD can be compared to that of the literature in Figure 4-16.
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Figure 4-16: Pressure coefficient comparison
From the graphs, it can be seen that the CFD values closely recreates the values from
literature, with a slight deviation at X/L = 20 – 30. This is the location of the wing-fuselage
junction and the deviation can be explained by the fact that the junction was fully not described
in the literature. The fillets applied to the wing-fuselage junction may vary in size from the actual
model, which could alter the pressure distribution. The deviation of the top curve on the tail can
be explained by the tail geometry not corresponding with that of the literature model. The
Hügelschaffer curves were not provided from 1420 mm to 2000 mm and consequently the tail
geometry might differ slightly.
4.3.2

Boundary layer transition location

After confirming that the CFD can adequately calculate the lift and pressure coefficients on
fuselage geometries, the iterative process of calculating the angles of attack could commence.
With the guidance of the graph in Figure 4-5 and several CFD simulation runs at different
angles of attack, it was determined that angles of attack of 3.1º and 1.8 º will produce lift
coefficients of 0.8 and 0.7 respectively.
For CL=0.7, Radespiel observed a transition location just in front of the wing, as shown by the
dotted line in Figure 4-17.
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Figure 4-17: Literature boundary layer separation position (Radespiel, 1979)
At an angle of attack of 1.8º, the simulation converged to produce a CL = 0.704, and the
transition location can be observed in Figure 4-18.

Figure 4-18: CFD boundary layer transition position
The dark blue areas indicates 0.0 J/kg turbulent kinetic energy, or laminar flow, and those areas
depicting other colours indicate the presence of turbulent kinetic energy. The boundary layer
transition position is clearly indicated by the contrast between the dark blue and turquois
colours.
4.3.3

Drag

The reproduction of the drag value (35.3 N) as measured by Radespiel deemed challenging as
the winglets could not be added to the geometry. Without the winglets, the model would be
subjected to immense induced drag, and by extending the wing up onto the wind tunnel wall,
negligible induced drag is present. This also increased the amount of skin friction drag, as the
wing span increase, increased the wetted surface area.
It was decided to shorten the wings to the original length and move the flow domain (wind
tunnel wall) up onto the wing tip. A drag value of 16.0 N was calculated. This addressed the
problem of skin friction drag, but not that of the discrepancy in induced drag. Wing lift induced
drag can theoretically be calculated as a function of the lift coefficient (C L ), the wing aspect ratio
(A) and the Oswald efficiency factor (ℯ) as in equation 4.11 (McCormick, 1979):

𝐶𝐷𝑖 =

𝐶𝐿2
𝜋𝐴ℯ
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(4.11)

With CL = 0.8 and A = 6.67 as provided in literature, ℯ was the only unknown parameter.
According to McCormick (1979), ℯ is approximately equal to 0.6 for low wing aircraft and 0.8 for
high wing aircraft. One can also calculate ℯ with equation 4.12:
ℯ=

1
1 + 𝜕 + 𝓀𝜋𝐴

(4.12)

Here, 𝓀 is a constant equal to 0.0038 and 𝜕 represents the induced drag factor which can be
read from Figure 4-19.In Figure 4-19, 𝜕 is 0.13 for an un-tapered wing with an aspect ratio ≈ 6.
The Oswald efficiency factor is then calculated to be equal to 0.83.

Figure 4-19: Induced drag factor for un-swept linearly tapered wings (McCormick, 1979)
The induced drag coefficient (CDi ) was calculated to be 0.025. Using the induced drag
coefficient, the induced drag was calculated with equation 4.13:

𝐷𝑖 =
With the density, 𝜌 = 1.225

𝑘𝑔
𝑚3

𝜌𝑉 2 𝐶𝐷𝑖 𝑆
2

(4.13)

, the wing area, 𝑆 = 0.6 𝑚 2 and the velocity 𝑉 = 60

𝑚
𝑠

, the

theoretical induced drag on the model is equal to 33.1 N. According to Heyson (1977), the
induced drag of un-tapered untwisted wings can be reduced by up to 40% with the addition of
winglets. Assuming a 30% theoretical drag reduction with the addition of winglets, the induced
drag was reduced to 23.2 N and by addition resulted in a total drag measurement of 39.2 N. A
summary of the obtained values and the theoretical calculations are provided in Table 4-5.
Table 4-5: Drag value calculation results
Drag parameter

Values

CFD calculated drag

16.0 N

Induced drag with winglets

23.2 N

Total calculated drag

39.2 N
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In the above table, the CFD calculated drag is doubled due to the simulation only being a
symmetrical half of the model. The induced drag added by the wings, and reduced by
theoretical winglets is then added to obtain the theoretical drag on the model. When comparing
the 39.2 N calculated drag to the 35.9 N, one can see a good correlation between the values.
Although the calculated values corresponds closely to the wind tunnel measured data, the
process used to calculate the induced drag is very coarse and can therefore not be used as a
validation. The last step is then just to verify that the CFD calculated drag is more or less in the
same vicinity as that measured in the wind tunnel.
The drag value and lift coefficient calculated in CFD correlated to that obtained in the literature.
The boundary layer transition position and the pressure distribution which are crucial in drag
calculations were also adequately predicted. CFD as a simulation tool was therefore proven to
be sufficient for the purposes of this study.
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CHAPTER 5: BASELINE MODEL CONSTRUCTION AND SIMULATION
In order to measure the drag reduction capability of the optimization method, a baseline model
fuselage was needed. In this chapter, the construction process of the baseline model and
description of the numerical simulation setup and flow analysis are discussed. Another topic of
discussion in this chapter is the selection and calculation of the specific design point that was
used.
5.1

The baseline model

As there are many complex factors to take into account in the design process of a sailplane
fuselage, it would be beneficial to use an existing fuselage geometry as a baseline model. It
was decided to use a current state-of-the-art double seater sailplane fuselage and wing
combination as the baseline model. From Soaringspot (2019), the 2019 European gliding
championship double seater competition results can be obtained. During the competition, six of
the top ten ranked sailplanes were Schempp-Hirth Arcus models. With the Schempp-Hirth Arcus
clearly an exceptional sailplane, it was selected as the baseline model for this research.
With no direct access to an Arcus, Schempp-Hirth provided a detailed drawing of the outlines of
the Arcus sailplane and detailed positioning of the cockpit arrangement as in Figure 5-1 and
Figure 5-2 (Malcik, 2019).

Figure 5-1: Schempp-Hirth Arcus (Malcik, 2019)
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Figure 5-2: Schempp-Hirth Arcus cockpit arrangement (Malcik, 2019)
The representations of the Arcus sailplane was imported into a CAD environment where human
models, landing gear, a self-launcher system and control stick models were inserted for
illustrative purposes. The frontal fuselage dimensions were estimated at selected intervals from
the cockpit arrangement in Figure 5-2. The measurements were taken relative to the nose top
centre, as indicated by the coordinate system present in the figures below.
In Figure 5-3, the width of the fuselage was measured at the selected intervals. Note that the
fuselage is symmetrical around the x-axis. The height and depth of the frontal fuselage relative
to the nose top centre is measured in Figure 5-4. The selected intervals on which
measurements were taken, representing the x-coordinates, are also shown in Figure 5-4. The
side curve measurements are presented in Figure 5-5 and the coordinates obtained from the
measurements are summarised in Table 5-1.

Figure 5-3: Frontal fuselage width measurements in mm (y-coordinates)
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Figure 5-4: Frontal fuselage height measurements in mm (z-coordinates)

Figure 5-5: Frontal fuselage side curve measurements in mm (z-coordinates)
Table 5-1: Frontal fuselage coordinates (mm)
X

Zu

Zs

Z_L

Y_s

0

0

-36.0

-77.9

38.9

300

207.5

-38.2

-154

155.2

900

467.7

-55.4

-251.2

278.5

1400

608.8

-66.3

-277.4

325.5

1900

695.3

-62.5

-294.6

351.4

2400

729.6

-48.9

-286.7

360.7

2900

705.8

-33.2

-265.2

350.1

3400

620.8

-4.7

-215.4

321.6

3900

518.3

63.7

-152.3

278.7

4400

423.3

129.0

-105.4

241.8

By using the formulae of the Hügelschaffer curve as explained in section 3.1.3, ten egg shaped
curves were constructed and imported into CAD. A surface was generated from these curves
and the frontal fuselage represented in Figure 5-6, was formed.
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Figure 5-6: Frontal fuselage model
With the completion of the frontal fuselage, the boom was added to the geometry. The scale
drawings of the Arcus, provided by Schempp-Hirth, were imported and strategically placed in
CAD. From these drawings, the boom height, depth and thickness, with respect to the origin,
were adopted. The boom was assumed to be circular. The nose and tail of the fuselage were
refined and an image of the completed baseline model fuselage is shown in Figure 5-7. This
model also represents the wingless model used in Chapter 6.
The airfoil was interpreted from the scale drawing in Figure 5-8, and a 10 m wing section was
added to the fuselage. Although the wing and wing-fuselage junction design is beyond the
scope of this research, the influence of the wing-fuselage junction on fuselage drag requires the
wing to be present during simulation. For simplification of the wing geometry, the planform was
kept simple, with no sweep or dihedral angle. The wing angle of incidence was measured from
the supplied drawings and set to 1.3º. Simple 15 mm fillets were added to reduce the effect of
interference drag. The completed baseline model can be seen in Figure 5-9 and the dimensions
thereof are provided in Figure 5-10.

Figure 5-7: Wingless baseline model fuselage
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Figure 5-8: Comparison between scale drawings and baseline model

Figure 5-9: Completed baseline model
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Figure 5-10: Baseline model dimensions
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5.2

Design point calculations

Choosing a design point is an important factor in optimization and inaccuracy may have adverse
effects on glider performance. For this optimization method, the design point comprised of an
altitude, from which flow conditions was obtained, true airspeed (TAS), from which the Reynolds
number was calculated and the angle of attack of the glider. The above mentioned parameters
were calculated from the flight data of the Schempp-Hirth Arcus T, flown by Jones and Coppins
at the 2017 European Gliding championships (Soaringspot, 2017). The data was sorted and the
values that were most frequented during the flight were extracted. The most frequented values
was used as design parameters, since the sailplane mostly encountered such flow conditions.
5.2.1

Flight data analysis

An IGC (International Gliding Commission) file provides a standard for GPS (Global Positioning
System) data logging of sailplanes and serves as proof that a pilot completed the tasks during
competition. The IGC file is in the form of a text file and is readable by text editors. These files
contain various records of different parameters at a set time interval, and although it can be
viewed in a simple text editor, the data is unprocessed. The data consist of fields containing the
time, latitude and longitude, pressure altitude, direction and true airspeed of the aircraft at
specified moments in time. IGC files of various gliding competitions are available to the public
and can be downloaded from several websites. The flight data of Jones and Coppins was
downloaded in this format (Soaringspot, 2017).
In order to process the data and perform design point calculations, a Visual Basic (VB) script
was obtained and amended to perform calculations on the Arcus T flight data (Van Rooyen,
2015). The VB script was able to extract the time stamp, pressure altitude and true airspeed
from the file. With this data and the supplied characteristics of the aircraft involved, the VB script
was able to calculate the parameters involved in obtaining the design point.
5.2.2

Altitude

The flight data was used and filtered to obtain the most frequented altitude. In Figure 5-11 the
number of times a pressure altitude was logged during flight is shown at different intervals of
altitude.
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Figure 5-11: Pressure altitude obtained from flight data
The most frequented altitude was between 2200 and 2300 m resulting in the design altitude of
2250 m. Although the altitude at which optimization commences does not have a major effect
on the simulation, it was determined for completeness sake, and the standard air properties at
2250 m were obtained and are supplied in Table 5-2.
Table 5-2: Properties of air at an altitude of 2250m

5.2.3

Parameter

Value

Altitude

2250 m

Density

0.98 kg/m 3

Kinematic viscosity

1.75E-5 m 2 /s

Temperature

273.5 K

Specific heat ratio (K)

1.4

Gas constant (R)

287.1 J/Kg.K

Speed of sound (C)

331.56 m/s

Angle of attack

To calculate the angle of attack at each logged time stamp, the VB script first calculated the
total sailplane lift. With the assumption that the centre of lift corresponds with the quarter chord
positions of the lift generating surfaces, wing lift was calculated which led to a lift coefficient, and
finally the fuselage angle of attack.
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The position of the CG was obtained from the Arcus M flight manual and is represented with a
circled cross in Figure 5-12. According to the manual, the flight characteristics and
performances of the Arcus T and Arcus M are identical when loaded correspondingly
(Flugzeugbau, 2012). Assumptions with regards to the sailplane ballast setup were required as
the flight setup of Jones and Coppins was not provided. The maximum forward and rearward
CG positions of the Arcus, with respect to the wing leading edge, are 75 and 290 mm
respectively (Flugzeugbau, 2012). The CG was therefore assumed to be average at 183 mm aft
of the wing leading edge. The quarter-chord positions with respect to the CG were measured
from the scale drawings.

Figure 5-12: Arcus T position of CG and distances from quarter-chord positions
In Figure 5-12, A is equal to 55 mm and B 4926 mm. A and B represents the distance between
the CG and the front and rear wing centres of lift respectively.
According to McCormick (1979), the lift (L) generated by a surface can be calculated with
equation 5.1.
𝐿=

𝜌𝑈𝑆𝐶𝐿
2

(5.1)

Here 𝜌 is equal to the air density, U the velocity, S the surface area and C L the lift coefficient of
the wing. With the lift generated assumed equal to the weight of the sailplane, the wing lift
coefficient was calculated, which, for each airfoil, is a function of the wing angle of attack. As the
airfoil coordinates of the Arcus is confidential, the profile was extracted from the scale drawings
but required adjustments for the different flap settings.
From the Arcus M flight manual, the recommended flap settings for different air speeds are
prescribed (Flugzeugbau, 2012). The deflection of each setting was supplied by Schempp-Hirth
(Malcik, 2019). The different settings and deflections at their corresponding air speeds are listed
in Table 5-3, where a positive deflection represents a downward flap and a negative defection
an upward flap.
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Table 5-3: Arcus T flap settings and deflections
True airspeed

Flap Setting

Flap deflection (º)

<94 km/h

L

+20.7

94-100 km/h

+2

+12.7

100-120 km/h

+1

+8.3

120-150 km/h

0

+5

150-180 km/h

-1

+0.6

180-195 km/h

-2

-1.5

>195 km/h

S

-5.2

XFOIL is a 2D solver that uses an integral boundary layer coupled with 2nd order panel methods
to predict the viscous pressure distributions and other aerodynamic properties such as lift and
drag coefficients. It requires an airfoil, an angle of attack, a Mach number, and a Reynolds
number as input in order to perform calculations.
By using the air properties provided in Table 5-2, the Mach and Reynolds numbers can be
determined for the average speed of each flap setting. The values are represented in Table 5-4.
Table 5-4: Air properties at different flap settings
Parameter

L

+2

+1

0

-1

-2

S

Airspeed (km/h)

90

97

110

135

165

187.5

210

Mach Number

0.0754

0.0813

0.0922

0.1131

0.1382

0.1571

0.1759

Reynolds number

1.40E6

1.51E6

1.71E6

2.10E6

2.57E6

2.92E6

3.27E6

XFOIL was used to generate a lift polar for each flap setting. In Figure 5-13 the lift polar for the
Arcus T with flap setting S is shown. The lift polar was calculated with XFOIL at the Mach and
Reynolds numbers as specified above.

Figure 5-13: Arcus T lift polar for flap setting S
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Although XFOIL calculates a 2D lift coefficient (Cl ), the 3D lift coefficient (CL) of a wing is a
function of the wing aspect ratio (A) and Cl , and can be calculated with equation 5.2
(McCormick, 1979):
𝐴
𝐶𝐿𝛼 = 𝐶𝑙𝛼 (
)
𝐴+ 2

(5.2)

Due to the high aspect ratio wings of high performance sailplanes, the difference between C l
and CL is negligible and are assumed to be similar (Thomas, 1999). The data generated was
used to interpolate the wing angle of attack for each time stamp in the flight data. By subtracting
the 1.3º angle of incidence from the calculated wing angle of attack, the fuselage angle of attack
was obtained at each time stamp. The most flown at angle of attack was determined similarly to
the altitude parameter, and the graphs can be seen in Figure 5-14.

Figure 5-14: Fuselage angle of attack obtained from flight data
From the data above, the most frequented angle of attack is between 0.4º and 0.6º and the
angle of attack design parameter was therefore the average, 0.5º.
5.2.4

Airspeed

Airspeed is the design parameter that has the biggest impact on the optimization process,
because in the drag formula in equation 5.3, drag (D) is proportional to the square of velocity
(U).
𝐷=

𝜌𝑈 2 𝑆𝐶𝐷
2
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(5.3)

The same process was followed as when determining the angle of attack and altitude design
parameters and the results are shown in Figure 5-15.

Figure 5-15: Airspeed from flight data
From the data above, it is clear that the most frequented airspeed is around 105 km/h which
was logged 580 times. It is, however, closely followed by 145 km/h which was logged 546 times.
In Figure 5-16, the speed polar of the Schleicher ASW-27, a high performance sailplane, is build
up from the different drag contributions (Boermans, 2006). This speed polar gives an indication
of the variance of the drag contributions of a typical high performance sailplane at different flight
speeds.

Figure 5-16: ASW-27 speed polar by different drag contributions (Boermans, 2006)
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From Figure 5-16, the contribution of fuselage drag to the total drag at 100 km/h and 150 km/h
was estimated to be around 10% and 20% respectively. A reduction of fuselage drag was
therefore more beneficial at a higher speed, as it produced a greater reduction in total sailplane
drag. The air speed design point parameter was therefore chosen to be 145 km/h.
5.2.5

Design point summary

During the simulations, the baseline and optimized models were subjected to the flow conditions
shown in Table 5-5.
Table 5-5: Simulation conditions
Parameter

Value

Ambient temperature (T)

273.5 K

Ambient pressure (P)

82.7 kPa

Air density (ρ)

0.98 kg/m 3

Air velocity (U)

145 km/h / 40 m/s

Fuselage angle of attack (α)

0.5º
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5.3

Baseline model simulation

With the physics values determined, the simulation set-up could commence following the same
method that was applied to the validation model in Chapter 4.
5.3.1

Geometry setup

Unlike the validation simulations, a full scale fuselage was used and the free stream geometry
needed to be adapted. During the validation process, no flow interference from the wind tunnel
walls was detected and the free stream geometry was simply enlarged equivalently to the
baseline fuselage. The free stream was represented by a cuboid measuring 10x10x20 m. The
fuselage was positioned 5 m from the front, centred with respect to the length and height of the
free stream. The predetermined fuselage angle of attack of 0.5º was applied. The geometry is
illustrated in Figure 5-17 and Figure 5-18.

Figure 5-17: Baseline geometry, side view

Figure 5-18: Baseline geometry, top view
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5.3.2

Mesh and physics setup

A polyhedral mesh, along with a prism layer mesh on the fuselage surface, were again applied.
The prism layer first cell thickness and the prism layer total thickness were also calculated as in
Chapter 4, and the results can be seen in Table 5-6 and Table 5-7.
Table 5-6: Baseline model prism layer calculation results
Parameter

Wing

Fuselage

Desired wall Y+ value

0.5

0.5

Maximum Reynolds number (Re)

2 258 625

18 520 725

Skin friction coefficient (Cf)

0.003

0.002

N-1

1.62 N-1

Fluid frictional velocity (Uτ)

1.59 m/s

1.29 m/s

First layer height (Δy1 )

5.6E-6 m

6.9E-6 m

Wall shear stress (τw)

2.48

Table 5-7: Baseline model boundary layer thickness calculation results
Wing

Fuselage

Laminar

Turbulent

Laminar

Turbulent

Boundary layer
thickness (δ)

3.46 mm

19.84 mm

28.37 mm

162.65 mm

Boundary layer
displacement
thickness (δ*)

1.15 mm

2.48 mm

9.46 mm

20.33 mm

The prism layer thickness was again set to 3 times the boundary layer displacement thickness.
The SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 turbulence model, along with the 𝛾 − 𝑅𝑒𝜃 transition model was applied using
steady state, coupled implicit flow. The simulation physics values can be found in Table 5-5.
5.3.3

Mesh quality

The mesh quality was evaluated by ensuring that the wall Y+ values were within the range
specified (<1) and by performing a mesh independence study. Figure 5-19 illustrates the wall
Y+ values across the simulated body. A wall Y+ value of 1 should be indicated by red regions,
and as can be seen, no red areas are visible. The wall Y+ values are therefore in the specified
range.
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Figure 5-19: Baseline model wall Y+
A mesh independence study was performed by monitoring the drag value whilst changing the
amount of cells present in the mesh. In Figure 5-20, four simulations with a cell count between
14 and 18.5 million were performed. The drag value stabilized to 36.5 N at around 17 million
cells. A mesh consisting of 17 million cells should therefore provide reasonably accurate results.

Figure 5-20: Baseline model mesh independence study results
5.3.4

Simulation results

The drag value of the configuration was of importance and could already be obtained from the
mesh independence study. Note that although a value of 36.5 N was measured in the study,
this was only for half of the fuselage and the total drag of the configuration is 73.0 N.
The boundary layer flow on the baseline model, depicting the transition locations was also
obtained and can be seen in the images below. The dark blue areas indicate a region of laminar
flow due to the absence of any turbulent kinetic energy. The lighter blue coloured regions
indicate the presence of turbulent kinetic energy and the transition position becomes visible.
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Figure 5-21: Baseline model turbulent kinetic energy, side view

Figure 5-22: Baseline model turbulent kinetic energy, top view

Figure 5-23: Baseline model turbulent kinetic energy, bottom view
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CHAPTER 6: CFD SHAPE OPTIMIZATION
In this chapter, the adjoint shape optimization method is evaluated on a simple geometry and
the different parameters involved are discussed. The optimization method is established and
discussed, followed by its application to the baseline model obtained in Chapter 5.
6.1

Evaluation of the adjoint shape optimization method

The adjoint solver is a secondary solver used by CFD packages to predict design parameter
influence on engineering quantities such as lift and drag. With the adjoint solver being a
relatively new addition to CFD software, it is not supported by all the physics models present in
CFD packages. The Fluent adjoint solver cannot be applied adjacent a transitional flow physics
model and can therefore not predict the boundary layer transition location present in low speed
boundary layers. STAR-CCM+ is limited to steady state, coupled flow and an ideal gas
simulation. However, STAR-CCM+ with its limitations, could accurately simulate the low speed
transitional boundary layer present in sailplane flight.
6.1.1

Adjoint shape optimization methodology

An adjoint shape optimization method consists of the calculation of mesh sensitivity with respect
to aerodynamic parameters such as lift and drag. In this case, the adjoint solver was applied to
predict the mesh sensitivity with regards to drag produced.
Performing an adjoint shape optimization consist of three major steps. Firstly, similar to most
CFD analyses, a simulation was prepared by setting up the mesh and physics continua
representing the geometry and flow conditions. The simulation was executed and the solution
thereof is called the primal solution. It was of great importance that the primal solution had a
very high level of convergence, since the adjoint solver accepted the primal solution as
initialization (Siemens, 2019). This high level of convergence was accelerated by the application
of grid sequencing initialization, an expert driver and by the manual manipulation of the Courant
number as explained in Chapter 2.
The next step was to set up the adjoint solver. The adjoint solver was activated as a physics
model and provided with a cost function prior to being executed. After convergence, which was
also accelerated with the use of a restarted GMRED(m) driver and Courant number
manipulation, the solution indicated the mesh sensitivity with regards to the cost function - drag.
In the final step, point sets were assigned to the surfaces where geometry modification was
allowed. The optimization limitation were controlled by only applying point sets on regions
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where the geometry could be altered. This was applied to ensure the shape modification does
not influence other design requirements (for example the minimum fuselage height). Points
could be allocated either as a line, from a table, in a lattice or on the part surface. The gaps
between the points determined the number of points assigned, but could also be limited. Once
the points were generated, the adjoint mesh sensitivity could be computed, which calculated the
mesh sensitivity at each generated point. The mesh morpher was then activated to modify the
mesh. The mesh morpher could have been executed more than once on the same sensitivity
calculation, but caution was exercised since too much deformation of the cells had an adverse
effect on the mesh quality. After mesh modification was completed, the primal solver was
allowed to calculate the drag value of the new mesh, using the initial physics setup. More than
one iteration of the process was performed by simply repeating the procedure (Siemens, 2019).
In the final step of the process certain variables influenced the optimization process, including
the number of points and the position of the points. Due to the size of the baseline simulation, it
would have been very time consuming and resource expensive to perform evaluations of these
variables directly on the baseline model. It was decided to rather perform the evaluations on a
simpler and smaller geometry whilst validating the optimization process.
6.1.2

Adjoint shape optimization of a simple geometry

Evaluation of the point set parameters and a validation of the optimization procedure is
discussed in the following section. Evaluation and validation occurred on a simple geometry in
the shape of a bullet.
6.1.2.1 Bullet shape simulation setup
A 3D bullet shape with a blunt tail was constructed in CAD with dimensions as in Figure 6-1.

Figure 6-1: Bullet shape dimensions
As with the previous three simulations, the bullet geometry was halved and positioned in a
cuboid free stream geometry measuring 3x2x1 m. The free stream geometry with the bullet
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shape positioned vertically centred is illustrated in Figure 6-2. The bullet shape was positioned
with its tail in the free stream centre.

Figure 6-2: Bullet shape simulation free stream
A mesh consisting of 962 813 polyhedral cells and a prism layer with the calculated thickness
and first layer height as in Table 6-1, was generated and can be seen in Figure 6-3.

Figure 6-3: Bullet shape simulation mesh
Table 6-1: Bullet shape prism layer mesh calculation results
Parameter

Bullet shape

Desired wall Y+ value

0.5

Maximum Reynolds number (Re)

9 240 000

Skin friction coefficient (Cf)

0.002

Wall shear stress (τw)

83.936 N-1

Fluid frictional velocity (Uτ)

9.24 m/s

First layer height (Δy1)

9.646E-7 m

Laminar boundary layer thickness

0.0017 m

Turbulent boundary layer thickness

0.015 m
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As can be seen in Figure 6-4, the wall Y+ values across the surface of the bullet shape are
within the accepted range (<1) and can therefore sufficiently simulate boundary layer
transitional flow.

Figure 6-4: Bullet shape wall Y+ values
A mesh independence study was not performed as the results were only for comparative
purposes. The processing power available exceeded that required for such a small simulation
by far, and the time saved by reducing the mesh size by a factor, would be negligible.
The simulation was performed at a velocity of 80 m/s in order to achieved the same Reynolds
number as in the validation simulation. The flow conditions ensured transitional boundary layer
flow as was present in the baseline model simulation. The flow conditions can be found in Table
6-2.
Table 6-2: Bullet shape simulation flow conditions
Parameter

Value

Ambient temperature (T)

273.5 K

Ambient pressure (P)

82.7kPa

Air density (ρ)

0.98 kg/m 3

Air velocity (U)

80m/s / 288km/h

6.1.2.2 Bullet shape simulation results
The total drag produced by the halved bullet shape was calculated as 23.1894 N. The flow
across the geometry can be visualized in Figure 6-5, where the turbulent kinetic energy is
presented. The dark blue area on the bullet shape nose represents laminar flow whilst the
lighter coloured areas indicate the presence of turbulent kinetic energy, exposing the transition
position. The white area behind the bullet shape represents the turbulent wake.
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Figure 6-5: Bullet shape turbulent kinetic energy
6.1.2.3 Bullet shape adjoint analysis setup
As explained earlier, the first step in the adjoint analysis setup was to define a cost function.
The report used to measure the drag was assigned for this purpose. The adjoint solver was
solved, and as can be seen in Figure 6-6, the residuals of the primal solver were kept constant
throughout the activation of the adjoint solver, depicting their use as initial values. The red arrow
indicates the point where the adjoint solver was executed.

Figure 6-6: Bullet shape adjoint solver residuals
Note that when the restarted GMRED(m) driver was enabled in the adjoint solver, 50 inner
iterations occurred for each iteration visible on the residual plot. The adjoint solver is a very slow
solver, and although performing the simulation with 192 cores, the 1 million cell adjoint
simulation only reached converges after 5 hours.
STAR-CCM+ provided an interface (called a scene) in which scalar and vector values could be
visualized on the geometry. The adjoint of drag with respect to position function, when displayed
as a vector as in Figure 6-7, indicates the direction and magnitude into which the mesh should
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be deformed at each point, so as to increase drag on the geometry. Note that this visualization
is only possible after point sets have been created. The visuals below are only used as
illustrations in order to explain the necessity and purpose of the morpher function.

Figure 6-7: Vector scene of adjoint of drag with respect to position function
The aim of this study is drag reduction and a function resulting in a mesh deformation that
would decrease drag was required. A morpher function was therefore created to invert the
adjoint with respect to position field function, whilst holding into account the changes already
brought on in previous steps (Siemens, 2019). Equation 6.1 represents the function used:
[Cumulative Morpher Displacement] – [factor] x [Adjoint of Drag w.r.t Position]

(6.1)

Note that in equation 6.1, the adjoint of drag with respect to position function was first multiplied
by a constant factor to reduce the mesh deformation in attempt to retain mesh integrity. It was
then subtracted from the mesh morpher displacement function, thus moving in the opposite
direction as indicated by the arrows in Figure 6-7. The factor used for this simulation was 1x10-4.
A vector scene of the morpher function is displayed in Figure 6-8.

Figure 6-8: Vector scene of morpher function
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In Figure 6-8, the arrows indicate the magnitude and direction of a single mesh deformation at
each point that resulted in a drag reduction.
To visualize the shape modification after each optimization cycle, a scene was created which
displayed the initial surface in green and the optimized surface in red. The different colours
would ease the visual comparison of shape changes. Figure 6-9 shows the two geometries prior
to optimization, thus being exactly the same.

Figure 6-9: Bullet shape initial comparison of surface
6.1.2.4 Point set configuration
The frontal fuselage and tail of the baseline model was not modified in order to retain the
cockpit sizes and boom thickness. Thus, to represent the optimization scenario of the baseline
model more accurately, the front of the bullet shape was fixed, preventing modification. This
was controlled by only applying points on the body and tail of the body. The morpher setting of
these surfaces was changed to floating, instead of fixed, allowing the morpher to alter the
surface.
Although points could be allocated either as a line, from a table, in a lattice or on the part
surface, the latter was selected as this was the most efficient method of assigning points. Points
from lines, tables and lattices required the point assignment positions to be calculated. Without
prior knowledge of where these points should be assigned, the surface points that could be
automatically positioned deemed to be a better option.
When applying the surface point sets to the geometry, two parameters could be varied: the gap
between the points and the offset position from the surface.
The first parameter investigated was the gap between the generated points, and therefore also
the number of points on the surface. The second parameter remained unchanged and points
were generated touching the surface. Three point sets were generated with a gap between
each point of 0.01 m, 0.025 m and 0.1 m, generating 1942, 316 and 24 points respectively as
shown in Figure 6-10, from left to right.
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The 0.01 m simulation consisting of 1942 points produced a mesh deformation of 2.78% during
the first optimization cycle, and resulted in negative volume cells and a simulation error. The
second parameter, the offset position, was therefore evaluated on only the 0.025 m and 0.1 m
gap simulations with offset values between +0.05 m (inside the geometry), 0 m (already
simulated) and -0.05 m (outside the geometry) as in Figure 6-11 from left to right.

Figure 6-10: Bullet shape gap test point set generation

Figure 6-11: Bullet shape offset test point set generation
With the primal and adjoint solvers converged prior to assigning points, three optimization
iterations were performed on each of the point set configurations in the following sequence:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Calculate mesh sensitivity.
Deform mesh.
Run primal solver until convergence of drag.
Run adjoint solver until convergence of residuals.
Note the percentage mesh deformation and drag value after each cycle.
Repeat steps 1 to 5 until satisfactory drag reduction is achieved or drag reduction limit is
reached.

6.1.2.5 Bullet shape optimization results
From the seven simulations, only three produced a drag reduction, whilst the other had
excessive mesh deformation, causing a simulation error. In Figure 6-12, one can see an
example of excessive mesh deformation and why negative volume cells were produced. The
two deformations below were due to a 23% and 6% change in mesh.
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Figure 6-12: Example of excessive mesh morphing
From the three simulations that produced a drag reduction, two consisted of a zero-offset value
and one of a negative offset of 0.05 m. The zero-offset simulations consisted of 24 and 316
points with gaps of 0.1 and 0.025m respectively. The -0.05m offset simulation consisted of 422
points with a gap of 0.025 m. The drag reduction results of the 7 simulations can be seen in
Figure 6-13.

Figure 6-13: Bullet shape drag reduction results
In the above results, the drag values are displayed as it decreased with each iteration of the
optimization process. The four simulations that produced negative volume cells produced no
drag reduction as to the simulation error that occurred and are represented by straight lines on
the graph.
The highest drag reduction was obtained from the 0.1 m and 0.025 m gap, both at a zero-offset
value. Although the -0.05m offset simulation did not perform as well as the zero-offset
configurations, the application of a surface offset should not be neglected in streamlined
application as the baseline model fuselage.
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The 0.1 m gap with a zero-offset produced the highest drag reduction, with the drag after three
iterations measured to be 15.1 N, which resulted in a drag reduction of 35%. This was achieved
by a slight modification of the shape to resemble a boat tail, as in Figure 6-14, with a total mesh
deformation percentage of 1.02%.

Figure 6-14: Optimized bullet shape resulting in highest drag reduction
The change in flow over the bullet after optimization can be seen in Figure 6-15, where the
turbulent kinetic energy is represented. Here one notices the reduction in the size of the wake
just behind the bullet due to the new boat tail shape.

Figure 6-15: Optimized bullet shape turbulent kinetic energy
6.1.3

Method evaluation summary

Drag reduction in the optimization process is proportionate to mesh deformation. However,
rather than trying to achieve maximum deformation in a single cycle, mesh integrity should be
kept in mind. Since the mesh morphing tool does not alter the shape but the mesh, a too great
deformation in especially the prism layer mesh will adversely affect the mesh integrity. A
balance should be obtained to achieve maximum deformation per cycle without jeopardising the
mesh quality. It was, however, difficult to predict the amount of deformation per cycle and trial
and error was necessary. Note that once the mesh has been deformed, there is no undo
function and saving after each successful optimization iteration is highly recommended.
When assigning point sets, points with a negative offset are more likely to produce excessive
mesh deformations. Points on the surface and with a surface offset outside of the boundary
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layer resulted in successful drag reduction. The number of points should also be moderate, as
both an excessive and inadequate amount of points produced excessive mesh deformations.

With a 35% drag reduction, the method used has been proven to be effective and could be
applied to the baseline model.
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6.2

Adjoint shape optimization of the baseline model

The adjoint shape optimization method was applied to the baseline model obtained in
Chapter 5. The same simulation used to acquire the drag value of 36.50 N was used,
comprising of the same geometry, mesh and physics continua, insuring an accurate comparison
between the baseline model and optimized model geometries.
After many attempts at performing the optimization process on the baseline model, it was
discovered that the convergence level obtained in the primal solution was not sufficient.
Although converging to a precision of two decimal places, the adjoint solver required a much
higher level of convergence, as was indicated in Chapter 2.4.7. When an optimization cycle was
performed, a drop in drag value was expected, but as the solver was left to converge, the drag
value kept oscillating in the third decimal place. A drag value could not be extracted from the
simulation, as can be observed in Figure 6-16.

Figure 6-16: Oscillation of drag values after mesh deformation
In Figure 6-16, two optimization cycles are represented. The first indicated a drag reduction to
around 36.47 N, whilst indicating an almost acceptable oscillation. The second step, however,
was clearly problematic and could not be accepted as a reduction in drag.
The mesh was then refined to 23 million cells in an attempt to increase the simulation
convergence level, but as can be seen in Figure 6-17, the attempt was unsuccessful. An
increase of convergence level was not yet obtained.
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Figure 6-17: Oscillation of drag values of a 23 million cell mesh
In a desperate approach, the mesh was refined to 87 million cells, but a higher level of
convergence was still not obtained. Through investigation, it was determined that the
complexities of the prism layer mesh at the wing-fuselage junction resulted in this coarse
convergence level. As the scope of this research excludes the wing-fuselage junction design, it
was decided to remove the wings from the baseline model. This simplified the mesh, reduced
the number of cells and led to a higher convergence level. According to Thomas (1999), the
wing-fuselage junction is crucial when designing the fuselage, since the interference effects
influence the flow aft the wing, therefore the area around the wing was kept constant. This
measure was taken in an attempt to minimize the neglected interference effects.
With the same mesh and physics continua, a new wingless baseline model was simulated, and
as can be seen in Figure 6-18, the transition position corresponds with that of the winged
baseline model shown in Figure 5-21. The adjoint optimization process was then attempted on
the new wingless baseline model.

Figure 6-18: Wingless baseline model boundary layer transition position
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6.2.1

Baseline adjoint analysis setup

Prior to executing the adjoint solver, a very high level of convergence of the primal solution was
required. With the use of an expert driver, the solver was iterated until an appropriate
convergence level was achieved. The drag value converged to a four decimal place precision,
and a value of 13.5870 N as can be seen in Figure 6-19.

Figure 6-19: Baseline model primal solution drag values
The adjoint cost function was defined as the drag report obtained from the primal solution. The
primal solution was again accepted as initialization of the adjoint solver. The adjoint solver was
executed and a satisfactory level of convergence was achieved. This can be seen in the low
and constant residual values in Figure 6-20. Convergence of the adjoint solver was thus
achieved.

Figure 6-20: Baseline model adjoint solver residuals
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The points used to perform mesh deformation were assigned. As previously explained, the
points are used to indicate and calculate the position of mesh deformation, and is also a
measure taken to conserve certain design parameters. In this case, the cockpit size with respect
to height, depth and width, the minimum boom thickness and the wing-fuselage junction were
predetermined parameters that should not have been altered by the optimization process.
These parameters preserved cockpit size and the structure of the sailplane boom whilst
enabling fuselage optimization. The wing-fuselage junction was also not addressed, but not
completely omitted by not altering the area in its immediate vicinity.
As was discovered in the bullet shape simulation, three point configurations produced positive
results: one with a point offset outside of the surface, and two directly on the surface. Both point
configurations, directly on the fuselage surface and with an outside offset, were applied to the
baseline model. An offset value of 0.2 m was chosen in order to have point generation occur
outside of the prism layer mesh. The point set application resulted in the zero-offset and 0.2 m
offset point sets, generating 4248 and 7844 points respectively. These configurations can be
seen in Figure 6-21 and Figure 6-22.

Figure 6-21: Baseline model point set with 0 m offset

Figure 6-22: Baseline model point set with 0.2 m offset
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In the figures above, one can see the frontal fuselage, the tail and the wing-fuselage junction
areas will not be modified in the optimization process as no points were assigned to these
regions.
The point set morpher displacement setting was set to the same field function as with the bullet
shape simulation, which is represented by equation 6.1. The factor used in the morpher
displacement function was again equal to 1x10-4 . The morpher specification in the boundaries of
the selected faces was, as with the bullet shape, changed from being fixed to floating, allowing
the mesh morpher to modify the mesh.
With the adjoint analysis set up completed, the analysis of the mesh could commence. The first
step was the computation of the mesh sensitivity with respect to the cost function. The mesh
sensitivity calculation enabled the visualization of the mesh deformation, in order to minimize
the cost function. In Figure 6-23, and Figure 6-24, the arrows indicate the direction of mesh
deformation in meters, which will decrease the drag in the zero-offset and 0.2 m offset point
configurations respectively.

Figure 6-23: Drag displacement on zero-offset point configuration

Figure 6-24: Drag displacement on 0.2 m offset point configuration
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From the previous images it is observed that a smaller displacement occurred in the zero-offset
configuration, but the direction of movement of the surfaces remained relatively constant
throughout.
To ease the comparison between the initial and optimized fuselage models, the same technique
was applied as in the bullet shape simulation. In Figure 6-25, the initial and optimized surfaces
are positioned, with the green representing the initial surface, and the red the optimized surface.
The representation is prior to optimization, and therefore these two surfaces occupy the same
location in every way and are exactly the same.

Figure 6-25: Baseline model initial comparison of surfaces
6.2.2

Optimization of the baseline model

The shape optimization could now commence and was performed on the converged adjoint
simulation in the following sequence:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Calculate mesh sensitivity.
Deform mesh*.
Run primal solver until convergence of drag.
Run adjoint solver until convergence of residuals.
Note the percentage mesh deformation and drag value after each cycle.
Repeat steps 1 to 5 until satisfactory drag reduction is achieved or drag reduction limit is
reached.
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*Depending on the factor used to define the displacement field function, this step may be
repeated more than once in a cycle to increase the amount of mesh deformation. Caution must
be taken to not have excessive deformation and create negative volume cells in the mesh.
6.2.3

Baseline model optimization results

Zero-offset results
The zero-offset point configuration struggled to achieve meaningful results, and it was only
possible to perform one optimization cycle, after which the drag value started to increase, as
indicated in Figure 6-26.

Figure 6-26: Baseline drag reduction results with a zero-offset point configuration
Disregarding the step resulting in a drag increase, a drag reduction of 0.0122 N was recorded in
the first cycle from a mesh deformation of 0.465%. When comparing the initial and optimized
surfaces in Figure 6-27, the reason for the drag increase in the following steps might be
explained.
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Figure 6-27: Optimized comparison of surfaces with a zero-offset point configuration
On inspection of the left, right and bottom views, no smooth transition between the two surfaces
can be observed. This might be due to the morpher not being able to deform the sensitive prism
layer efficiently and resulted in a rough surface. A further morphing could then increase both the
surface roughness and increase the skin friction drag, which might be the reason for the drag
increment in the next optimization cycle. A slight change in the turbulent kinetic energy on the
surface was noticed, as can be seen in Figure 6-28.

Figure 6-28: Optimized baseline turbulent kinetic energy of a zero-offset point
configuration
A faint line can be observed along with spotty patches of lower turbulent kinetic energy caused
by the morphing and the rough surface.
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0.2 m Offset results
After seven optimization cycles of the 0.2 m offset point configuration, a drag reduction of
0.3775 N was achieved on the one half of the fuselage. This equates to a 2.8% drag reduction
from a mesh deformation of 0.308%. Figure 6-29 depicts each iteration of drag reduction that
occurred and the surface comparison can be seen in Figure 6-30.

Figure 6-29: Baseline drag reduction results with a 0.2 m offset point configuration

Figure 6-30: Optimized baseline comparison of surfaces with a 0.2 m offset point
configuration
With the fuselage being simulated as a shell, the inner and outer shells can be observed. The
left view depicts the inner, and the right view, the outer shell. The red colour of the optimized
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surface in the left (inner) view of the fuselage shell, indicates the contraction of the fuselage.
The green colour of the initial surface in the top, right and bottom (outer) views also indicate the
contraction as the optimized surface is no longer visible from the outside. In contrast to the zerooffset optimization, a smooth surface is presented with no rough patches.
When visualizing the turbulent kinetic energy of the new optimized surface, the lines where the
contraction occurred are clearly visible as in Figure 6-31.

Figure 6-31: Optimized baseline turbulent kinetic energy with a 0.2 m offset point
configuration
The darker blue colour of the contracted area, in contrast with the unchanged area around the
wing-fuselage junction, indicates a lower turbulent kinetic energy on the surface. Again, a
smooth line is observed without the spotty patches, as in the zero-offset simulation.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The following section includes a discussion of how the research objectives were met, a
conclusion of the research problem and a few recommendations to aid future research in the
field.
7.1

Objectives outcome

The objectives set out in Chapter 1 and corresponding outcomes are discussed below:


Performing a CFD validation
A low speed wind tunnel experiment conducted by Rolf Radespiel in 1979 was recreated in
CFD and the results obtained were compared to that measured in the wind tunnel. Apart
from a few slight deviations on the pressure distribution plot, which were explained by an
inaccurate wing-fuselage junction representation, the data indicated a good correlation
between the wind tunnel results and the CFD values.



Obtaining a baseline model
A baseline model was adopted from an existing two seater high performance sailplane, the
Schempp-Hirth Arcus. Detailed scale model drawings, supplied by Schempp-Hirth,
provided the necessary dimensions to construct a wireframe fuselage. Thereafter,
Hügelschaffer curves were constructed from coordinates obtained from the wireframe and
the fuselage took a three-dimensional shape. A wing profile, also adapted from the
drawings, was added to form the baseline model.



Simulating the baseline model
The simulation flow conditions were extracted and calculated from flight data of a ShemppHirth Arcus T, flown at the 2017 European Gliding Championships. The baseline model was
imported into CFD and a flow field was set up. With the use of the same physics models as
in the validation and the calculated flow conditions, the baseline model was simulated and
credible results were obtained.



Obtaining an optimization method
Several shape optimization methods were investigated but only one could feasibly be
applied as an aerodynamic optimization method in such a complex field as threedimensional low speed boundary layer transitional flow. The adjoint method was adopted
from relevant literature and customized to be suitable for fuselage shape optimization in the
quest of minimum drag.
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Performing an optimization validation
In order to validate the optimization method, a simple geometry in the shape of a bullet was
optimized under the same flow conditions as the CFD validation. At the same Reynolds
number, a slight shape modification resulted in a 35% drag reduction. Along with validation
of the optimization method, the bullet shape optimization provided a slight refinement
thereof. The adjoint solver was thereafter deemed a valid optimization method for threedimensional low speed boundary layer flow conditions.



Optimizing the baseline model
The optimization of the baseline model is discussed in the following section as it was the
core objective of this study.
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7.2

Conclusion

During the validation of the adjoint shape optimization technique on the bullet shape, a 35%
drag reduction was achieved. The method was then attempted on the baseline model, and after
plenty unsuccessful attempts, it was confirmed that due to the complexities of the prism layer
mesh at the wing-fuselage junction, the convergence level of the solution was insufficient. With
a drag convergence level, precise to only two decimal places, the adjoint solver could not
perform successful optimization cycles.
With the research scope omitting the wing-fuselage junction design, it was decided to remove
the wings from the geometry and to only simulate the fuselage, in an attempt to obtain a more
precise solution. Although Thomas (1999) argued the importance of the simultaneous design of
the fuselage and wing-fuselage junction, the immediate vicinity of the junction was kept constant
in an attempt to minimize the effects of its absence.
The new wingless baseline model was then simulated and converged to a precision of four
decimal places, and a drag value of 13.5870 N. From the two point set configurations evaluated,
the zero-offset configuration performed poorly and resulted in a rough surface. Only the first
optimization cycle produced a drag reduction, and even that was only 0.0122 N, or 0.09%. The
0.02 m offset point configuration outperformed the first, and after seven successful optimization
cycles, a 2.8% drag reduction, equating to 0.3775 N was achieved. This value is only for half of
the sailplane due to symmetry. The total reduction would be 0.755 for the whole fuselage.
If this drag reduction on the fuselage is translated to the total drag reduction of the sailplane, a
humble 1.0% of drag was reduced. This was calculated by using the 73.0 N drag of the winged
baseline model. In comparison to the 10% drag reduction achieved by Papoutsis-Kiachagias
(2016), this value seems negligible. Papoutsis-Kiachagias (2016) achieved his drag reduction
by implementing the Spalart-Almaras turbulence model on a low speed transitional flow
application, neglecting the boundary layer flow of the sailplane completely. To prove that the
Spalart-Almaras turbulence model cannot accurately simulate the transitional boundary layer
flow present in sailplane flight, the model was applied to the baseline model. The SpalartAlmaras turbulence model was used to calculate a drag value of 140.52 N on the same
geometry and at the same flow conditions used in the baseline model simulation. In comparison
to when the SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 turbulence and the 𝛾 − 𝑅𝑒𝜃 transition models were used, a drag value of
73.0 N was calculated. This is almost half of the result obtained with the Spalart-Almaras
turbulence model. Since the SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 turbulence and the 𝛾 − 𝑅𝑒𝜃 transition models were
applied in the wind tunnel experiment replication in Chapter 4, its reasonable accuracy has
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been established. The Spalart-Almaras turbulence model is inaccurate in low speed transitional
boundary layer applications, and can therefore not be applied in sailplane simulations.
With the work of Papoutsis-Kiachagias (2016) annulled, new light shines on the meek 1.0%
drag reduction. Because high performance sailplanes are extremely refined, according to
Bosman (2012b), a sailplane manufacturing company can justify introducing a new model when
an increase of only two glide ratio points is achieved. The Schempp-Hirth Arcus from which the
baseline model was adapted, boasts with a glide ratio of 50:1. This model then needs to be
optimized to achieve a glide ratio of 52:1 in order to justify a new model being produced.
The total drag on the model can be calculated according to Bosman (2012b) as follows:
𝐷 = 𝑊/𝑟

(7.1)

Where 𝑟 is equal to the glide ratio and 𝑊 the weight of the glider. The mass of the SchemppHirth Arcus is 800 kg. The initial and optimized drag values at the different glide ratios can be
calculated with equation 7.1 as follow:
𝐷𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 800 ∗ 9.81/50 = 156.96 𝑁

𝐷𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 = 800 ∗ 9.81/52 = 150.92 𝑁

A total drag reduction of 6.04 N on the entire sailplane will achieve a two point glide ratio
improvement. Thomas (1999) stated that the fuselage contributes 10 - 15% of total sailplane
drag. Working with 15%, the fuselage drag will then need to be reduced by only 0.906 N to
justify a new model being introduced.
The 0.755 N drag reduction achieved in the optimization process and the 0.906 N calculated
necessary to justify a new model corresponds closely. This deems the 1.0% drag reduction to
be quite notable.
The use of CFD based shape optimization was successfully implemented on a sailplane
fuselage in the presence of low speed transitional boundary layer flow conditions. It produced a
drag reduction by changing the fuselage shape, without user interference. Although it cannot be
said that the optimal fuselage shape has been achieved, the adjoint solver has improved the
fuselage refinement. The adjoint solver is therefore not yet able to produce an optimal fuselage
shape with respect to a design parameter, but with the positive results produced, paved the way
for future sailplane optimization using CFD.
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7.3

Recommendations

When research in this field is attempted, the following recommendations might be of assistance:


Mesh refinement is of extreme importance as the adjoint solver requires a very high level of
convergence.



Accurate representation of the geometry will ease the meshing process and a will require
less cells in the mesh. This will decrease the simulation time.



The parallel meshing setting in STAR-CCM+ reduces meshing time remarkably, but it
should be noted that a different number of processors will produce a different mesh.



Coupled solvers produce similar results to segregated solvers, but computational time is not
linearly increased with mesh size in the latter, as it is in coupled solvers (Siemens, 2019). It
is therefore recommended to make use of coupled solvers when large simulations are
attempted.



Using convergence drivers will reduce simulation time, and it is advised to always use the
expert driver in coupled flow simulations. The expert driver automatically adapts the Courant
number if its chosen value is excessive. By choosing an as large as possible Courant
number, without causing instability, will always be beneficial.



Plenty of RAM is required to perform an adjoint optimization.
The validation part of this research was performed on a cluster consisting of 4 nodes, each
with 8 cores and 32 GB of RAM. The baseline model simulations were also attempted on
this cluster, but it was soon discovered that the RAM distribution between the nodes was
inefficient. Once a mesh of more than 18 million cells was attempted, a floating point error
was produced, indicating a lack of memory. The adjoint solver could neither be executed on
this cluster and also produced the floating point error.
Access was the gained to the NWU HPC, which consist of 14 nodes of 48 hyper-threaded
cores each with 126GB of RAM. By making use of between 4 and 6 of these nodes,
depending on availability, meshes of 87 million cells could be generated and the adjoint
solver could be executed without any problems.



Point set configurations, with a zero-offset from the surface, results in a lower mesh
deformation and also a lower drag reduction, as well as producing rough surfaces.
Points with a surface offset outside of the prism layer mesh, will produce a smoother surface
with a higher mesh deformation, as well as a higher drag reduction.



The optimization sequence requires the user to perform the steps manually, which can be
time consuming. An automated optimization process is possible in STAR-CCM+, but only
from version 14.2 and onwards.
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